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1. INTRODUCTION

The present project, being part of the EC financed Tacis-Traceca programme for 
facilitation of trade on the Traceca corridor, is concerned with the rehabilitation of the 
ferry terminals in the ports of Baku and Turkmenbashi. The project is divided into 
four phases:

Phase 1 - Determination of design basis

Phase 2 - Design of renovation works

Phase 3 - Economical and financial evaluation

Phase 4 - Preparation of tender documents!

Following submission of the Draft Phase 1 Report, ref./1/, in August this year, the 
second phase concerned with the design of the rehabilitation measures was initiated. 
Due practical reasons this second phase has been divided into two parts, namely a 
conceptual design part and a detailed design part, with the clear intention in a 
structured way to obtain agreement on the content and the general layouts of the 
different components of the project before the final detailed design is carried out.

.1

Щ

During this line of project developments and following the recent meetings with 
Tacis, the ports concerned and the EBRD, a need for summarising the status of the 
project and pointing out the direction of development of the project has become 
apparent. The present note has been prepared as an answer hereto and may at the 
same time be seen as a step towards the detailed design and the financial analysis 
of the project, subjects of individual reports following the conclusion of respectively 
phase 2 and phase 3 of the project.

m

The scope of the present note therefore is

to describe the status of the project

to outline the development options for renovation of the ferry terminals

to propose appropriate renovation strategy and first phase components to be 
subject of detailed design

to provide the first approach to an appropriate investment frame

to present (agreed) general layouts of terminals and building works
1

The project solutions presented in this note have been prepared based on the basic 
data presented in the draft Phase 1 report and taking into account the comments 
and recommendations received from the various parties concerned.

About the status of the project it may in brief be summarised:

Ц that diver inspection and topographic survey have been executed in Baku port 
and about to be completed in Turkmenbashi port

that proposals for renovation works have been prepared but detailed design 
is delayed awaiting agreement with ports, railways and public authorities on
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terminal and building layouts. This is likely to delay the submission of the 
Phase 2 report originally scheduled for early December 1996

that both the immediate renovation measures proposed (first phase) and the 
later phased ferry terminal developments are estimated to be economical and 
financial viable even assuming relatively pessimistic commercial conditions

Щ that a brief review of the ferry operation reveals that it should be highly 
profitable if properly managed according to normal commercial conditions

that Phase 3 has been initiated according to schedule

The overall planning aiming at finishing the services of the present assignment in 
April 1997 is still expected to apply.

From phase 2 and onwards the development projects for the ferry terminals in Baku 
port and Turkmenbashi port will be treated separately as regards reporting, etc. The 
present note concerns the development of the ferry terminal in Baku port.4

Hi
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2. DESIGN BASIS

2.1 Traffic and requirements1
s

2.1.1 Traffic forecastЩ
A detailed presentation of the preliminary year by year traffic forecast of the ferry link 
prepared during Phase 1 of the project covering the economic planning period up to 
year 2015 is shown in Appendix 5. A summary of the 5 year average figures of this 
forecast is given in the table hereafter. Traffic data are given for three different 
growth scenarios; low, likely and high scenario, as described in the Draft Phase 1 
Report.

.-I

Traffic forecast for ferry link in low, likely and high growth 
scenario.

Table 2.1:

Service 20051995 2000 2010 2015
LikelyLikely High Low High LowLow Likely High Low Likely High Low Likely High

Baku-
Turkmenbashi

)
314 395 300 420 666 340235 235 265 562235 1123 384 753 1893

J Turkmenbashi-
Baku 344 389 460 580 440 616 977 498 825344 344 1647 564 1104 2776

1037Ferry Total 741 1644 838 1388579 579 579 655 775 976 2771 949 1857 4669
'1

Modal split*
310 390 222 311 493 251 416 831Rail 330 330 262 284330 557 1400

407 904Truck 249 249 249 327 387 488 570 461 763 1524 522 1021 2568I
111 155 246 125Intermodal 77 97 2080 0 0 65 415 142 278 700J
741 1037 1644 838Total 579 579 579 655 775 976 1388 2771 949 1857 4669

j 61 86 136 69Passenger (’000) 48 48 48 54 64 80 115 229 78 153 387

(traffic in thousand net tons)
•r

Source: The Consultant

J Data collection for the purpose of updating the traffic forecast is currently being 
undertaken as part of the Phase 3 of the project. The overall growth trend projected 
is considered to be valid, and will probably be maintained also in the updated 
forecast to be developed based on this new information and data received. There 
will, however, be developed a more detailed distribution of the traffic between the 
various modes of transportation.

!
J

I

!t
2.1.2 Traffic Instruments

The ferry link between Baku and Turkmenbashi is a typical short sea connection 
where the dominant traffic categories are and/or will be:

Truck/trailer transport. 
Rail wagon transport.

I
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Car transport.
Intermodal container transport

The nominal dimensions and capacities of the various traffic instruments are 
assumed as follows:

Vessels
Ц

Taking the number, capacity and age of only 10 years of the existing ferries into 
consideration, it is recommended to design the ferry berths for the continued use of 
this type (DAGESTAN). The more so as the overall dimensions of this ferry type 
corresponds to the maximum dimensions that can pass the Volga-Don channel 
system.

Railway lane-meters (Inm) = 416m - 28 rail wagons 
(14.4 m length)
Truck Inm = 592m - 32 trucks (semitrailer type) 
or - 41 semitrailers 
or ~ 80 containers (TEU)

50 cars

Capacity main deck :

or :

Capacity hold deck : 
Passengers : 202

Rail wagons

Length
Width
Capacity

14.4 m
3.3 m (transport clearance width ~ 4.2 m) 
max. load = 40 tons
Assumed average nominal load = 30 tons«

Trucks (Semitrailer Type)
!

In Europe, road transport is assumed based on the following standard vehicle:

16 m including tractor
13 m excluding tractor
2.7 m (transport clearance width = 3.5 m)
4.0 m
40 tons
Max. load = 22-30 tons
Assuming average nominal load = 20 tons

Length max.

Width max. 
Height max. 
Weight max. 
Capacity

Containers

Based on ISO standard 20' containers (TEU) / 40’ containers

Length
Width
Capacity

6.05 m/ 12.10 m
2.44 m (transport clearance width ~ 3.3 m)
Max. load = 24 tons / 30.5 tons
Assuming average nominal load = 10 tons/TEU
(normal type between 8-12 tons/TEU)Ü
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2.1.3 Sea Link Capacity Requirements

Required Number of Sailings/ Connections

Based on the traffic forecast of section 2.1.1, the capacity of the traffic instruments 
indicated in section 2.1.2 and the following assumptions:

ferry sailings shall be according to a fixed schedule 
share of the truck/trailer traffic will in the future be transferred as loose 
trailers (without tractor), starting from zero at present to increase to 30% in 
around year 2005

S?Sj

average maximum utilisation of ferry vessels at 80%

the difference in traffic of full railcars, containers and trucks/trailers between 
the two directions shall be balanced by transfer of empty units,

i4 the required number of sailings has been forecasted as presented in Appendix 5 
some characteristic results being:

Table 2.2: Sailing requirements

2000 2005 20101995 2015

1154 1580856 2165No. of sailings/direction/year 582

3.2 4.32.3No of departures/day 1.6 5.9

941.9927.6 943.0 942.7Average cargo/retum trip (tons) 994.8
И

7.5 5.5Average time between departures 15 10.5 4

M

The ConsultantSource:
I

;i Required number of ferries

1 It is considered important that to attract cargo to the ferry link, the service should be 
characterised by:j

Regular service based on fixed time table for departures (and arrivals).
.1

That servicing time in the ports terminals is kept low (also to benefit of 
ferries). A theoretical turnaround time in terminal of max. 2 hours (unloading 
+ loading) shall be aimed at, but developed over the years, accepting higher 
terminal turnaround times (say 4 hours) in the first years.

On this basis, the aimed minimum trip turnaround time for the present “DAGESTAN" 
type of vessels is determined as follows:

Sailing time (165 nm, service speed 15.5 knots) = 
Service time in port 
Minimum ferry trip turnaround time

11 hours 
2 hours 

26 hours=
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With a fixed schedule, a ferry trip turnaround time of minimum 26 hours and on 
average 350 active operation days per vessel per year, the required number of ferry 
vessels to be operated becomes (according to Appendix 5):1}
Table 2.3: Vessel requirements

2009-2005- 2012-2000- 2015-1995-
2008 2011 201420041999

5 63 4 7No of vessels 2

! 317200340300 328300 319300max. yearly production/vessel 372500
ГО

60 58 59% of max vessel capacity 68 63

The ConsultantSource:

4 Berth Requirements

As outlined in ref. /1/ it is recommended to prepare the terminal layout based on two 
ferry berths due to reasons like:

Importance of operational safety; - the ferry link is kept operational at all 
times as a breakdown of both berth systems simultaneously is unlikely.;

Importance of customer friendly service; - precise departure times 
scheduled according to customers needs.

m
Operational flexibility; - wider room for adjustments and changes in 
individual ferry operations.

Planning flexibility; - wider room for general scheduling of sailings.)
J Cost of berths; - two berths already exist

In the present case a third berth will not be required in a foreseeable future except if 
new sea links are being started. Before a third berth for the existing sea link is 
required, new and possibly bigger ferries may have been introduced together with a 
second shore ramp at existing berths.

] 2.1.4 Terminal Capacity and Area Requirements

Dividing the ferry terminal area into the different operational zones and taking due 
consideration to the PIANC recommendations for design and operation of Ferry 
Terminals, ref. /2/, is arrived at the requirements outlined in Table 1 (according to 
ref/1/).

:S

These requirements are the basis of the different development alternatives analysed 
in section 3 of the present note.*<>

From the background of the different operational zones described in the table, it 
follows that some of these zones may be developed along with the increase in traffic
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while others are independent of the traffic volumes, but depend on the ferry vessel 
capacity. Holding and storage areas for containers and loose trailers belong to the 
first category while marshalling, waiting and disembarkation areas for vehicles, 
railcars and passengers belong to the last category.

Table 2.4: Terminal zoning requirements

a
Operational zone rea requirement Remarks/Capacity

buffer area avoiding backup on 
public roads

3800 m2. Arrival area

can be split into two areas. Ticketing, Customs, Police 
drive through area

2600 m2]

two ferry loads simultaneously6200 m2. Vehicle marshalling area

2500 m2. Holding area, dangerous 
cargo

i
; . Interface traffic area 3900 m2 movements between ferry and 

emb./disembarkation area

one ferry load. Vehicle disembarkation 
area

3800 m2

* in parking areas600 m2. Public services/toilets area

! inlet/outlet area for passenger/ 
terminal building

. Passenger arrival/waiting 
area

6500 m2

. Traffic operations/adm. 
area

2600 m2

~3.3 haSUBTOTAL 1 32500 m21
need in year 2015. Container yard 8000 m2

need in year 2015. Trailer yard 14900 m2J

~2.5 ha24900 m2SUBTOTAL 2

~5.8 haTOTAL Ferry Terminal (excl. 
rail tracks, yard)__________

The ConsultantSource:

I As the space requirements for handling containers and loose trailers will develop 
with the volume and composition of traffic, starting from a very low level, it is 
considered appropriate to describe this development in more detail.
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Container handling

The requirements to container handling are determined as outlined in ref. /1/, based 
on the following assumptions:

Lifting from/to transport instrument is carried out by heavy forklifts (36 tons, 
toplift).

■I
■

Stacking/unstacking by heavy forklifts with toplift attachment

Transfer between yard and vessel by terminal tractor and trailer

Layout of container slots is - two rows deep for containers leaving the ferry, - 
and in blocs for containers boarding the ferryi

Maximum and average stacking height is 3 containers. Reserve area of 20% 
assumed for peaks/flexibility.

This gives a holding/storage capacity of 0.035 TEU/m2 (28.4 m2/TEU) and of 0.097 
TEU/m2 (10.3 m2) for containers leaving respectively boarding the ferry. This 
includes stacking and operation alleys in the yard but excludes access road and 
railway for parking while loading/discharging containers (+30%).

! Assuming further
average dwell time of - 4 days for containers leaving the ferry, - and 1 day for 
containers boarding the ferry

j

!
a transport distance yard - vessel of 500 m, using an area on the central pier of 

the main port as suggested in the overall development plan for the Baku port 
being prepared at presentI

the following container handling requirements are estimated:

Table 2.5: Container handling requirementsj

2005 20102000 2015
container throughput/year 
including empty (TEU) 
average no. of containers stored 
to / from vessel (TEU)

9400 19400 26600 36400

13/52 27/105 37 /145 50/199

J yard area , including access (m2) 2100 4200 5800 8000

vessel loading time (h) 2 2 1 1i
No. containers / day (one way) 13 27 37 50

26 (per 2 days) 37No. containers / vessel 27 50

loading capacity (TEU/h) 
forklifts req.: stack/trailer + 
truck/stack 
yard
equipment: -Forklifts

-Tugmasters

14 3713 50

1+01+0 1 + 1 2 + 0

I 1 1 2 2
311 4

60 80vessel equipment: min. 
Trailers(20740’)______

30 110

Source: The Consultant
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For operational safety reasons (maintenance, break down) rolling equipment shall be 
provided with an addition of 10% and as a minimum in two units

Loose trailer handling

Parallel to the container handling the requirements to loose semitrailer handling may 
be determined based on the following assumptions:

Transfer between yard and vessel by terminal tractor

Layout of parking slots is two rows per traffic lane

Reserve area of 20% assumed for peaks/flexibility.

Average dwell time of - 2 days for trailers leaving the ferry, - and 1 day for 
trailers boarding the ferry:i

transport distance yard - vessel of 500 m. As this category of traffic is almost 
non-existing at present it is suggested in the first phase either to use area 
adjacent to container yard in the main port or corner of the marshaling area 
and when this traffic picks-up to establish a dedicated loose trailer yard.

This gives a holding/storage capacity of 0.0122 trailers/rm (82 m2/trailer). This 
includes traffic alleys in the yard but excludes access road (+10%).j

Hereafter, the following requirements with respect to loose trailer handling are 
estimated:*

Loose trailer handling requirementsTable 2.6:

2000 2005 2010 2015
J

Loose trailer throughput/year 
including empty

21300 29200 40000

29/58Average no. of trailers parked 
to / from vessel

40/80 55/110

7800Yard area, including access (m2) 10800 14900

j 2 2Vessel loading time (h) 1 1

29No. of trailers / day (one way) 40 55

No. of trailers / vessel 29 20 30

Loading capacity (no. of trailers 15 20 30
/h)

1yard
equipment:

-Tugmasters 2 2

Source: The Consultant

For operational safety reasons rolling equipment shall be provided with an addition of 
10% and minimum in two units.

;
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2.2 SEA WATER LEVEL

In the Phase 1 Report, ref. IV, an analysis of the historical data concerning the 
variation of the water level of the Caspian Sea was carried out and a preliminary 
forecast based hereupon for this variation was presented. At the same time, it was 
stated that an analysis trying to determine the probabilistic occurrence of the 
changing water levels was being undertaken as an integrated part of the study.

2.2.1 Probabilistic occurrence of water levels

The probabilistic analysis has now been completed and is attached as Appendix 2. 
The analysis has been prepared by the Danish Hydraulic Institute, who has been 
involved in forecasting of the Caspian Sea water level on previous occasions. 
Following a literature review the analysis concentrates on a discussion of the factors 
influencing the sea level variations - inflow of water, - sea evaporation, - rainfall on 
sea, - outflow of water, - reservoirs and irrigation, - tectonic movements of sea 
bottom, - greenhouse effect and their importance for the water level. Based on the 
existing information and the above discussion on processes and factors influencing 
the sea level variation, it is concluded that

the probability of the water level staying below -25 m until year 2050 is 
estimated to be 97 - 99 %

the probability of the water level staying above -30 m until year 2050 is 
similarly estimated to be 97 - 99 %

shifting the above interval (= 5 m) with 1 m in each direction, the probabilities 
of exceedence will become about 10 times smaller at the extended limit and 
about 10 times larger at the other

I

These estimations have been made assuming that the impact of anthropogenic 
climate changes on the hydrological cycle at present and during most of the next half 
century are negligible. It is thus assumed that the high inflow and the low evaporation 
prevailing these years are caused by natural variations and do not represent a 
permanent change in the climate.

i

:

2.2.2 Update on water levelsI

From year 1991 to date monthly water level measurement data are available. These 
data are displayed in Figure 2.1 including the latest measurements of month of 
September 1996 (-26.81 m).

I

Besides the seasonal variation, the figure clearly shows that the steady increase in 
water level reported since 1977 topped (temporarily ?) in late 1995, and since then 
the water level has been steadily falling. Whether this tendency will continue is too 
early to say. In 1985 a similar sudden decrease was experienced, but the following 
year the water level again continued its rise. Presently (September) the level of 1996 
is close to the design water level for the upper limit of the ferry ramps movements. 
Also, the present level is approaching the level of the year 1992, which makes the 
proposed measures less urgent with regard to the water level.
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2.2.3 Design recommendations

Taking into account that the marine structures of the ferry terminal will be designed 
for a lifetime of 40 - 50 years and the unpredictable nature of the water level 
variations, it is considered acceptable to recommended design water level limits that 
may be exceeded with a probability of 1-2 %. For the design of the future ferry 
terminal structures, it is therefore recommended to adopt maximum and minimum 
design water levels of -25 m and -30 m respectively.

For the record, comparison to the design water level limits of the Caspian Sea 
recently recommended for other projects are shown hereafter:

Table 2.7: Design water levels for projects around the Caspian Sea

i

4

Forecast
period

Max. water 
level (m)

Min. water 
level (m)

ProjectSource

-25.50 -29.00Last 67 years with 
measurements

j

1991-2010 -25.10BakuKaspmornii-proekt
2030/2040 -24.00 -28.00Baku/TurkmSofremer et al.
1993-2010 -26.00 -28.00Posford-Duvivier et Aktau

al.
1996-2015 -24.45TurkmenbashiLouis Berger

State Hydrometero- 
logical Committee, 
Azerbaijan_______

-25.80 -28.00Baku
;

II
Ministry of
Environment,
Turkmenistan

N.A. N.A.N.A.Turkmenbashi

J Bakü/Turkm 1996-2045Ramboil et al -25.00

J The ConsultantSource:
■!

j
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Figure 2.1 - Sea Water Level, Monthly Variation - Baku
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3. ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

3.1 Step 1: screening of options

3.1.1 Development criteria

In the Phase 1 report, ref. IV, basic design criteria for the renovation of the ferry 
terminals are outlined. The interpretation hereof, used on the design background 
described in the previous chapter, leads to the following basic criteria for the 
elaboration of general layouts of the Terminals. The process of elaboration is 
initiated by the identification of relevant options for terminal arrangement plans, the 
evaluation and comparison of which should lead to the selection of the best suitable 
and at the same time acceptable alternatives, to be subject of a detailed and final 
viability analysis. The second step, the viability analysis, is shown in section 3.2

:
I The terminal layouts are suggested evaluated according to the following basic 

criteria:

provide infrastructure and space according to the determined future 
operations and space requirements for the economic planning period up to 
year 2015, see section 2.1.3

possibility and flexibility for future extensions (development strategy after 
2015 or faster than expected increase in traffic)

a separation of traffic flows according to traffic category (rail, vehicles, 
passengers, containers, trailers)

separation of traffic flows - embarking/disembarking

immediate emptying and loading of ferry after berthing (no waiting for 
administrative procedures)j

maximum use of existing facilities (and equipment)

cost effective (implementation and maintenance)

easiness of access to terminal

environmental implications

phased development of holding areas according to development of needs

phased provision of handling equipment according to development of needs

3.1.2 Relevant alternative layouts, BakuЯ
The relevant layout options considered for Baku divide into two main groups, those 
maintaining principal access at the present location (I) and those relocating main 
access to the east end of the rail shunting area (II). Common for the alternatives is 
the location of container handling facilities in the general cargo port and that train
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handling facilities are maintained as existing at present. Otherwise, the principal 
characteristics of the considered alternatives are described hereafter and shown on 
the layout drawings in Appendix 3.

. using existing access corridor for main access 

. additional area of Baku general cargo port 

. reclamation on west side of exist, terminal 

. all facilities located on west side of rail track area

Alt. 1.1

. using existing access corridor for main access 

. additional area of Baku general cargo port 

. reclamation on west side of existing terminal 

. reclamation on east side of exist, terminal area 

. truck/car handling facilities on west side of rail track area 

. passenger/administration facilities on east side of rail track area

Alt. 1.2

Alt. I.3 . using existing access corridor for main access 
. no reclamation
. additional area of Baku general cargo port 
. additional area of CSC north of rail access 
. all facilities located on west/north side of rail track area

Alt. 11.1 . new access corridor east of rail shunting area 
. use of existing concrete factory area 
. reclamation on east side of rail track area 
. all facilities on east side of rail track area

.

» Alt. II.2 . new access corridor east of rail shunting area 
. surrounding of concrete factory area 
. reclamation on east side of rail track area 
. all facilities on east side of rail track area

Alt. II.3 . new access corridor for trucks/cars east of rail shunting area 
. use of existing access corridor for passenger/adm.
. reclamation on east side of rail track area 
. truck/car handling facilities on east side of rail track area 
. passenger/adm. facilities on west side of rail track area1

Following the initial discussions and on the suggestion of Baku port, yet another 
alternative Alt. 1.4 was included in the comparison

. using existing access corridor for main access 

. additional area of Baku general cargo port 

. additional area of CSC north of rail access 

. minor reclamation on west side of existing terminal 

. minor reclamation on east side of exist, terminal area 

. truck/car handling facilities on west side of rail track area 

. passenger/administration facilities on east side of rail track area

Alt. 1.4

- I

On the terminal area layout plans, see Appendix 3, the designation of areas into 
operational zones as presented in section 2.1.3 has been used.
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3.1.3 Comparison of alternatives, Baku

The technical, operational and cost wise comparison of the alternative layout plans is 
shown in the table attached in Appendix 3. Further the layouts have been distributed 
to the port of Baku to discuss and obtain the port’s view in order to select the options 
for the final analysis, taking into consideration not only the technical, operational and 
cost related issues but also issues like preferences of the port, availability of land 
and other development plans of the port, operational and not least administrative 
acceptable solutions, etc.!

The physical and administrative constraints are particularly complicated in case of 
the development of Baku Ferry Terminal. This is the reason why it has been 
considered necessary to determine the realistic alternatives through a selection 
process in which the first step is screening of the technical and operational relevant 
development options.

3.1.4 Conclusion and Recommendation for further analysis

It follows from the comparison of the layouts and the discussions with the port 
administration that

Solutions using the territory of the concrete element factory or cutting off the 
concrete element factory from its own quay are declared not acceptable to 
the administration. This eliminates immediately Alternatives 11.1, II.2 and II.3. 
It should be mentioned, however, that these alternatives in general also are 
more expensive but provide the best possibilities for future extensions and 
provide the best access road to the main road network without passing 
through residential areas and without crossings of ferry railway.

)

I

Alt. II.2 and Alt. II.3 together with Alt. 1.1 are the alternatives that require the 
least land from outside the control of the port and should therefore be the 
administratively least difficult to handle and least uncertain with respect to 
costing.

All alternatives comply to the operational requirements and provide the space 
required at least for the near future.

Among the type I alternatives, Alt. I.2 is the most expensive, while the others 
at first glance are at equal level of costs. Simultaneously, these alternatives 
cover the various development options available for locating the main part of 
the terminal activities at the west side of the rail yard.

Conclusion

Although the development alternatives making use of a new access road to the east 
of the rail yard appear to provide the most advantage development options particular 
in the long run the present administrative circumstances do not favor such 
development. In the light hereof and based on the above, it is proposed that Alt. 1.1, 
Alt. I.3 and Alt. I.4 are carried on to the next step 2: viability analysis, for final 
comparison.

i

!
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3.2 Step 2: viability analysis

3.2.1 Screened terminal layouts

Through the screening process described in section 3.1, the development 
alternatives Alt. 1 (= Alt. 1.1), Alt. 2 (= Alt. I.3) and Alt. 3 (= Alt. I.4) were selected for 
a more detailed analysis, which first of all consists in the preparation of more detailed 
terminal layout drawings. The detailed layouts of these alternatives are shown in 
Appendix 4. The description of the layouts were presented in section 3.1.2 and they 
are all based on the condition stated by the port, that the water reservoir installations 
should stay at their present location. Otherwise, the main characteristic differences 
are, that Alt. 1 is based on reclamation of territory of water pier, that Alt. 2 is based 
on the inclusion of the entire territory of the CSC Auto-base, and that Alt. 3 is based 
on the inclusion of parts of the present rail yard area.

'i
i

During the process of discussion it was decided by the port administration that the 
water tank installation should be moved in all circumstances. Furthermore, it was 
made clear that the reduction in railway tracks was considered unacceptable. This 
opened up for the Alt. 2-A and Alt. 4, which basically are revised versions of Alt. 2 
and Alt. 1. The layouts of the revised solutions, being subject of the final comparison, 
are also shown in Appendix 4.

■i

!
3.2.2 Comparison of alternatives, Baku

I
Technical and operational aspects

0

The technical and operational comparison of the alternative layout plans is shown in 
the table, attached in Appendix 4.

The comparison reveals, that with respect to
)
j - Allocation of areas: Immediate space requirements are met by all alternatives.

However, Alternatives 2 and 3 are evaluated the best, which 
covers over the difference that Alt. 2 provides space for the 
second set of railway tracks while Alt. 3 is the only alternative 
providing immediate space for parking loose trailers

Separation of traffic flows are satisfactory secured by all 
alternatives, but Alternatives 1 (4) and 3 are evaluated best 
providing the shortest boarding distances

-Traffic flows:

!

- Access to terminal: from an operational and safety point of view Alt. 1 (4) stand out
to be most advantageous as it contains only one rail/road 
crossing while the other alternatives contain three crossings

Alt. 3 is based on the inclusion of parts of the railway tracks, 
which eliminates this alternative (see section 3.2.1). Alt. 1 (4) 
requires the removal of the water pier and Alt. 2 requires the 
entire area of the CSC auto-base.

- Implications:
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The comparison has eliminated Alt. 3, while the differences between the remaining 
two alternatives is subject of a pro-contra analysis taking into consideration the 
removal of the water reservoirs. This analysis is shown in the table below.

Pro-con analysisTable 3.1:.

Alt.4Subject Alt. 2-A
1 Disadvantage AdvantageAdvantage Disadvantage
i

water pier intact moved to berth 9
movedwater tanks can be 

maintained
berth 10 intact deleted (but out 

of use anyway)
container yard

shorterdistance ferry - 
container yard

longer

I shorterdistance ferry - 
marshaling area

longer

distance ferry - 
terminal build.

shortshort

; removal of adm. 
area + build.

without removal 
of adm build.

terminal parking 
area

narrow - limited 
space for cars

wide - good 
space_____

entrance to 
terminal build.1 difficult + bad 

location
easy + good 
location

combined 
entrance: 
ferry + port

one simple well- 
defined crossing

several
crossings (min. 
3) -higher risk 
for disturbance

crossing rail 
tracks

s>

few (minimum)removal build. 
on port area

many

many (all) one along 
access road

removal build, 
on CSC area
acquisition of 
CSC area

all narrow strip

terminal build, 
orientation

less advantage 
view from sea +

advantage view 
from sea + land

environmental
risk

J environmental
experience

trap for oil 
pollution

no trap

delay (depend 
on CSC)

no delayproject
execution risk

Source: The Consultant

Although simple addition of the advantages and disadvantages shown in the table 
above cannot be considered an objective way of comparison, as the different 
subjects may represent different values to different observers, it appears however, 
that the Alt. 4 is clearly the most advantageous from an operational point of view.
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Table 3.2: Preliminary costs estimatet

Alt. 2-A Alt. 4
final
stage

Phase IDesignation final
stage

Phase I

6.8Marine works basic
add, quay wall

6.8 6.8 6.8
0.6 0.8!?

Ramps rehab. structural 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8
equip. + control 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6

Railway works 4.1 2.1 4.1 2.1
3.0Land works basic 3.4 3.4 3.0

add.
reclamation

0.34 0.34

land acquis. 
(CSC)

??? ??? ? ?

1.4Building works terminal 2.7 2.7 1.4
add. demolition 0.2 0.2

2.0Works not specified 3.0 3.0 2.0
21.9Total (in million USD) 27.2 27.5 22.4

+ ??? + ??? + ? + ?
( costs for replacement of removed building works , water tanks, etc. are not 
included)______________________________________________________

Source: The Consultant

The difference in costs of the two alternatives, as it appears from the table above, is 
almost negligible and stays within the range of exactness of the calculation. It might 
be that the cost of Alt. 2-A will end being higher than the costs of Alt. 4 taking into 
consideration the uncertainty of costs related with the acquisition of the CSC auto
base territory and the additional costs related to the two extra rail/road crossings.

0

Costs for procurement of container and trailer handling equipment are not included, 
as well as replacement costs of removed buildings and water tank installations.

Environmental aspects'!

As the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is considering 
to provide a loan for the reconstruction works, the environmental procedures of the 
Bank will be followed in the project where applicable. Also, procedures set out by the 
State Committee for Ecology, Azerbaijan will be followed.

i

As stated in the Draft Phase 1 Report, environmental issues will be followed through 
the project lifetime. However, special emphasis will be given to address 
environmental issues early in the project, during the planning and design stages, as 
these are the stages where measures and corrections are easiest to implement and 
are likely to create the largest effect. The environmental procedures shall be strictly 
followed in order to (a) avoid delays in the project, while environmental impact is 
investigated, (b) identify environmental concerns that might outweigh the benefits of 
the project and (c) identify opportunities for environmental enhancement of the 
project.

i
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Issues treated in the conceptual design phase

In the present conceptual design phase various alternatives are analysed with regard 
to their technical, financial, legal and environmental implications. In the choice of final 
layout, is aimed at reducing the environmental impact.

Environmental issues that have been subject to analysis and comparison include:
\

• Re-use of existing facilities and materials
• Marine environment (Reclamation/Dredging works/Reception facilities)
• Safety aspects (Handling of dangerous goods and traffic)
• Noise and visual impact
• Workplace quality

In the analysis of these issues, a comparison with the existing situation is made in 
order to determine whether the implementation of the future layout will have a 
negative or positive impact, both during execution and future exploitation of the 
terminal.!

Re-use of existing facilities and materials

This issue mainly concerns with reducing or avoiding any negative impacts 
compared to the existing situation. In all alternatives have been aimed at maximum 
re-use of existing facilities and materials. Existing marine structures will be renovated 
in a way that bulk of existing materials will be reused. The railway access and 
shunting yard will be kept in the existing location and will keep the same 
configuration as at present. As regards building works both alternatives will, although 
reuse of administration building, entail the demolishing of a substantial number of 
existing buildings of varying quality.

I

Marine environment

The area to be reclaimed in alt. 4 currently has poor water circulation, which creates 
some inconveniences. This will be avoided by making reclamation in this area as 
proposed in alternative 4. Fill materials for reclamation areas shall be taken from 
approved sites. Minor maintenance dredging works can not be avoided in the future 
and the amount to be dredged will be the same for all alternatives. Therefore, this 
negative impact will continue. In stead, efforts should be aimed at using 
environmental friendly dredging methods and carefully analysing the material to be 
disposed.

S

1
J

During the detailed design phase measures for positive impacts for the marine 
environment will be introduced, for instance improvement of reception facilities for 
waste from ferries. Even though the MARPOL convention has not been adopted by 
Azerbaijan, it is recommended to renovate facilities according to this convention.

Safety aspects

In all alternatives separate areas have been included for storage of dangerous goods 
that is going on the ferry. This type of cargo will then be transported separately to and 
on the ferry, when the ferry captain allows for this. This will have a positive impact 
compared to the present situation.
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It is recommended to include a passenger bridge between the passenger terminal 
and the access to the central pier, in order to avoid that passengers are mixed with 
rail and vehicle traffic. This is also a positive impact compared to the present 
situation. Likewise separation of traffic flows and clear marking of traffic areas will 
add to the safety of traffic.

Noise and visual impact

! With regard to noise impact, this will increase with the expected increase in traffic, 
especially truck traffic. This impact is considered important as the truck traffic will 
pass through populated areas. However, as described in the step 1 analysis, the 
solutions including a re-location of the access road, which would have reduced this 
impact, had to be discarded for other reasons. At present, it is expected that the 
future main entrance to the port will be re-located, so that the ferry terminal access 
road will also serve as main access road to the port. Therefore it is recommended 
that the environmental impact of this access road is treated in further detail, for 
instance in connection with a ring road study for Baku.

With regard to visual impact, no severe impact is expected. During the detailed 
design emphasis will be given to maintaining as much trees as possible.

Workplace quality

In the proposed layouts facilities have been included to improve the existing situation 
for the employees at the ferry terminal. These include toilets, canteen and separation 
of traffic flows.

Conclusion

In the following table the environmental impacts treated in the conceptual design 
phase are summarised (Positive impact is indicated by + and negative impact by -. 
Where nothing is indicated there is no change in impact):

i
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I

Table 3.3: Environmental impacts

Impact
Alternative Alternative

Subject Measure

2-A 4*
Reuse of existing 
facilities and 
materials

Reuse of berth, 
railway, buildings

Marine environment Land reclamation
Dredging works
Improved 
reception facilities

+ +

Safety aspects Separate area for 
dangerous goods

+ +

Traffic flow 
separation

+ +
i

Construction of 
passenger bridge

+ +

Noise impact None
Visual impact None
Workplace quality Toilet, canteen, 

separation of 
traffic

+ +

Source: The Consultant

From an environmental viewpoint alternative 2-A is preferred, mainly because there 
is only small reclamation works included in this alternative. However, as can be 
seen from the table, several positive impacts will be the result of project 
implementation.

3.2.3 Financially viable budget frame1
A preliminary feasibility analysis has been carried out in order to evaluate the 
financial feasibility of the proposed investments to be made in the rehabilitation of 
the ferry terminals in the ports of Baku and Turkmenbashi. The results of the 
analysis for Baku and the assumptions made, are described in the tables enclosed in 
Appendix 5. The main assumptions are:

• The traffic volumes are based on the preliminary forecast made as part of the 
Phase 1 Report. The cargo flow forecast from the "Most likely scenario" was 
used in the calculations. Sensitivity analyses were also made, based on the 
"Pessimistic scenario" and no growth, i.e. the cargo flows remain at the 1995 
level for the forecast period.

• The revenues are based on tariffs used by similar operations in ports in Denmark 
on the assumption that the operation in Baku and Turkmenbashi will be based on 
tariffs on normal world standards. It is assumed that empty units are charged at 
the same rates as similar loaded units.

• The total investment to be made is estimated as USD 27.5 million in the port of 
Baku. This investment only include the terminal facilities, and at this stage the

i
I
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investments in cargo handling equipment have not been included. The residual 
value of the terminal is set at zero in the year 2016. The calculations were made 
based on two different investment strategies:

Strategy 1, whereby the total investment is made in 1998 and 1999. 
Strategy 2, whereby an initial investment of USD 22.4 million is made in 
1998 and 1999 and an additional investment of USD 5.1 million is made in 
the year 2008 (see section 3.2.2 and 3.2.4):*

• Maintenance costs are estimated to be equal to 1.5% of the investments in the 
terminal facilities per year, while operations are expected to be performed by a 
staff of 30 persons who are paid average salaries of USD 500 per month.

The net present value (NPV), using a discount rate of 10%, and the internal rate of 
return (IRR) was calculated for the year 1998. The results of these calculations 
under the two alternative investment strategies are:

• Under Strategy 1 (all investments are made in 1998 and 1999), for the port of 
Baku the NPV is USD 4,587,817 using a discount rate of 10%, while the IRR is 
12.7%.

• Under Strategy 2 (the investments are distributed between 1998, 1999 and 2008), 
for the port of Baku the NPV is USD 9,377,540 using a discount rate of 10%, 
while the IRR is 15.0%.

Sensitivity analyses have been performed on possible changes in the parameters of 
the project show that:

i • If the required return as defined by the IRR is reduced to 10% and the cargo 
growth is maintained as in the most likely scenario, the investment can be 
increased to a maximum of USD 35 million.

• If the cargo growth of the pessimistic scenario of 2.5% annual growth is used and 
the investments are made at the proposed level, the investments required in 
Baku will yield an IRR of 6.4%.

• If no growth is assumed, i.e. the cargo flows are maintained at the 1995 level for 
the entire period, the IRR on the investments in Baku will be 1.9%.

J

l An analysis has also been performed under the assumption of no changes in the 
rates charged by both the ferry company and the ports, i.e. that the respective ports 
receive 5% of the freight and passenger revenues and no dockage fees, and 
furthermore that the most likely scenario in terms of cargo growth is used (i.e. 6.5% 
growth per year). The results of this analysis are:

j

• The IRR of the investment proposed in Baku will be minus 0.2%.
• The maximum feasible investment to achieve an IRR of 10% will be USD 12 mill, 

in each of the two ports.

From this preliminary analysis of the proposed investment in the ferry terminals in 
Baku and Turkmenbashi it can be concluded that the project most likely will yield a 
sufficient return on the estimated investments required to refurbish both terminals on 
the condition that the rate structure for the services performed by the respective 
ports are set a level commensurate with those in existence in European ports for 
similar services.
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3.2.4 Conclusion and Recommendation - Development strategyi

Terminal Development Plan

Making note of

- the clear operational advantages of Alt. 4
- the apparent similtude of immediate implementation costs of the alternatives
- the bigger uncertainty of costs of Alt. 2-A
- the uncertainty with respect to planning of implementation of Alt. 2-A,

I

the general layout plan of Alt. 4 is recommended by the consultant as basis for the 
detailed design of the renovated Baku ferry terminal. It is the decision of the 
administration of Baku Port, however, to select the Alt. 2-A as basis for the further 
design.

Development StrategyJ

Due to the present low level of traffic, the uncertainty in the momentum of the 
economic growth and traffic increase, the uncertainty in pace of changes in modal 
split, the present stop in water level increase, and the wish to maximize the financial 
feasibility it is proposed to implement the Terminal Development Plan in phases 
according to the pace of growth in terminal activities and possible reactivating of rise 
in Caspian Sea water level.

The following development phasing is proposed:
10

Minimum investment plan with targeted immediately implementation, 
comprising

- Phase I

. complete renovation of marine works 

. raise of level of first half of rail yard 

. establishment of complete truck/car facilities 

. preliminary passenger terminal (pavilion) / passenger bridge 

. border crossing facilities

. use of adjacent container handling facilities (from main port)

J
ч Additional investment plan with targeted implementation by or before 

the year 2010, depending on the pace of growth in terminal activities 
and possible raise in Caspian Sea water level, comprising 

. raise of level of administration area and road 

. new passenger terminal and administration building 
. new container yard (in main port)
. new trailer yard (in main port)
. raise of level of coastal protection 
. raise of level of second half of rail yard 
. container handling equipment

- Phase II

J

In the next chapter preliminary designs and descriptions of the different project 
components constituting the Phase I development plan, which will be subject of the 
detailed design resulting out of the present phase 2 of the Ferry Terminal renovation 
project, are presented.

Л
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4. GENERAL LAYOUT OF TERMINAL FACILITIES

4.1 Terminal area arrangement

The final terminal layout is under discussion with the Port of Baku. However, it will 
include the components as described in chapter 3 and shown on the layout drawing 
for Alternative 2-A, comprising the following new/renovated areas:

Arrival area
Holding area for dangerous cargo 
Ticketing, customs and police area 
Marshalling area
Interface traffic area in front of ferry berths 
Vehicle disembarkation area

All these area will be paved by asphalt on a gravel bed and supplied with drainage 
system and flood lighting. Traffic lanes will be separated by painted lines and low 
movable fences where found necessary. The customs area will be fenced off.

The following new buildings/structures will be present on the terminal area:

(new)
(new)
(new)
(new)
(existing)
(existing)
(existing)
(existing)

Vehicle ticketing building 
Customs and police building 
Public service building 
Passenger pavilion 
Passenger bridge 
Administration building 
Hotel, restaurant etc. 
Railway control post

These buildings are further described in section 4.5.

i
4.2 Marine works, berthing structure

'i

4.2.1 Ferry pier

The following descriptions have reference to drawings nos. B.31.1, B.31.2 and 
B.31.3.

Pier level

According to the Terms of Reference the level must be minimum -25 + 1.7 = - 23.3 
m. Present level is varying between -23.77 and -23.11 m. Fender fastening will be 
situated in level - 24.5 m to create the best distribution of forces in the fender shield. 
Also taking into account the rising of tower levels, the top level is chosen to level - 
21.00 m, which is a rise of 2.07 m. However, it should be discussed whether a lower 
level is sufficient (could be - 22 m).
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1

Sheet Pile Walls'l

Geotechnical parameters are taken from sections 4.2.6 and 5.2.6 in Phase 1 Report. 
However, it is necessary to verify some of the data and to provide new. For the long 
term conditions knowledge of the effective cohesion in the clay below level 
-38 m is needed. For the short term condition, the undrained shear strength and the 
variation with depth need to be verified. For the preliminary calculations, an 
undrained shear strength of 80 kN/m2 has been assumed, as a mean value for sheet 
piles driving depth.

!

The result of calculations for the main pier section is shown in the drawings. Sheet 
pile profile can be as “ARBED AZ 36” using steel quality Fe 510 В (Euronorm). 
Anchors 050 mm with upset 214 inch WT (Fe 51 OB) are foreseen as one per double 
pile to avoid steel waling. Sheet piles shall be driven slightly inclined to avoid 
interference with existing concrete piles. Existing slab supported by piles is used and 
calculated as relieving platform. All space below and over the slab shall be filled with 
sand. Design surface load for the pier will in general be 10 kN/m2. The effect of 
wheel loads from vehicles shall also be examined.

Л

Soil Parameters

Bearing capacity of existing piles has been calculated using the soil parameters from 
the Phase 1 Report. This shows insufficient capacity for carrying the superstructure. 
This also means, that undrained cohesion values should be verified as stated above.

Cellular Strong Point

l For better mooring of the ferries, a strong point executed as a cell of straight web 
sheet piles is proposed. Access from the main pier is laid out as a narrow catwalk for 
seamen to moore the ferries. The structure shall be tendered by exposed fenders at 
a nominal energy of 615 kNm.

Piles
i

Piles are foreseen in new finger piers and at land base for vehicle and passenger 
access.

Dredging level

J Design bottom level takes into consideration future ferries with a draught of 4.5 m, 
which means a bottom level of - 36.00 m (-30 - 1.3 x 4.5 - 0.2). Dredging to that level 
will only be needed later (in case of lower water level). Scour protection should not 
be executed before the final dredging level is reached. However, it will be necessary 
with regular inspections to check whether scour from the ferries has reached design 
bottom levels before dredging is performed. In this case it might be necessary to 
execute some scour protection works before the ultimate dredging works. Drawings 
showing existing scour protection around base structures for pier and finger piers are 
available for Baku.

i

Fenders

For calculating the fender energy, a berthing velocity angular to berth of 0.30 m/sec 
is used for the existing ferries having a full displacement of 8800 tons velocity (taken 
from PIANC recommendations, Ref./3/). For any future bigger ferries the velocity is
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anticipated to be smaller and thereby not raising the fender energy. For exposed 
fenders at the pier end, a nominal energy of 615 kNm is calculated and for guiding 
fenders along the pier the nominal energy is 440 kNm. To fully cover ship fender 
level variations, a fender frame height of 7.5 m is needed. In order to reduce fender 
costs it should be considered to construct fenders, that could be modified in case of 
substantial changes in the water level.

Finger piers

It is not possible to make a ship-to-ramp connection serving different breadths of 
railway ferries with the existing ramps. Therefore, very short and low cost finger piers 
are proposed, as they in any case will have to be re-built in case of wider ferries.
With a sailing time of 11 hours a few more minutes in berthing time, because of 
shorter finger piers, can be accepted. Exposed fenders on the finger piers should be 
designed as pier end fenders (E = 615 kNm).

4.2.2 Ramp Tower Foundations and Land Base

The following descriptions have reference to drawings nos. B.31.1 and B.31.2.

Land Base

In order to reduce the inclination on the ramps, the deck level at the land base must 
be positioned around level - 23.88 m, as the maximum ferry dock level is -19.88 m 
and minimum level is -27.88 m. This is slightly below the land level of 1.7 m above 
highest water level proposed in the TOR. Rail and access roads can be laid out with 
a fixed inclination on land from land base to the decided land level. Existing concrete 
foundations must be raised as shown in the drawing section of the land base. If the 
lowest predicted water levels are reached within the lifetime of the berths, deck level 
at land base shall be lowered. This correction is possible by smaller civil works 
(inclined ramp on land site and lowering of ramp support).

a

Lifting Towers

In the drawings are shown the necessary lifting of concrete base to allow ramps in 
the highest position without modifying steel superstructures. At the same time the 
counterweights are shown in highest and lowest positions. To create watertight pits 
for counterweights the existing inner surface should be demolished to a depth of 200 
- 300 mm to give space for new reinforced concrete of good and watertight condition. 
If it is observed that cracks are leading water into the pit, these cracks should be 
injected. Pits for counterweights shall be equipped with pumps located in pump pits. 
Low lying parts of the substructures for third row lifting towers also forming base for 
finger piers, shall be raised to be higher than highest water level to avoid damages 
on small boats operating around the ferry terminals. Present level of these parts is - 
26.24 m, which is close to present water level.

:i

4.2.3 Central Access

Ü The following descriptions have reference to drawings nos. B.31.1, B.31.2 and 
B.31.3. Existing access bridge surface level varies from -25.12 m to -24.06 m. These 
levels will be raised to between -23.88 m (future raised level of the terminal area) 
and -21.00 m (future level of central pier surface). We propose the existing bridge to 
be demolished and installation of a new steel bridge structure in two floors. First level
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shall be used for vehicle access, while the second floor shall be prepared for serving 
passenger access. The bridge can be constructed away from the ferry terminal and 
installed within a very short period of time. Substructures consist of a land base and 
support beams founded on existing lifting towers.

As the central access for passengers on second floor (if executed) will pass through 
existing operation control building on the pier, it is proposed to construct new control 
facilities on both sides of the central access as an integrated part of this. They can 
be positioned in the same line as the existing control building and in suitable levels.

I

4.3 Ramp structures

It is the objective of the design to reuse as much as possible of the original design of 
the access ramps and the operating machinery, which for many years of service 
have proven records of reliable operation. Changes may be necessitated by 
deterioration, damages and accommodation to the future requirements for the 
operation of the terminals. Also, a proposed detailed inspection on land of the ramp 
structures at the beginning of construction works may reveal weak points in the 
structures.

5

Provisional calculation results for both structures and machinery are presented in 
Appendix 6.

4.3.1 Elevating of ferry access ramps

i The existing ferry access ramps shall be relocated to elevation -23.88 m, which is the 
mean position between ferry light position at high water level and ferry loaded 
position at low water level.

The machinery shall be modified so as to allow for all three spans of the ramp to be 
positioned with a slope of maximum 4.6 % in upward as well as downward direction.

In the foreseeable future a maximum slope of 3.8% in both directions should be 
sufficient for the ferry terminal operation rendering a maximum allowable difference 
in ships position of 6.6 meters.I
Using locomotives of say 120 ton to move wagons aboard the ferry would provide for 
a push/pull force of say 250-350 ton, compared to the required 250-300 ton for 
mowing 9 fully loaded (70 ton average) and 9 empty wagons (20 ton) up the elevated 
ramp at maximum slope of 3.8 to 4.6 %.

It is assumed, that when moving the wagon train aboard the ramps at a downward 
slope, the brake systems of the wagons will always be connected.

4.3.2 Structures of Ferry Access Ramps

The Wooden deck of the ramp spans shall be replaced with a deck of Ekki or Azobe 
timber.
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The strength of the Azobe wood is such that the span between the supports of the 
timber may be maintained as it is on the existing structures, and yet the deck will be 
able to resist the design load from vehicles.

The steel structures of the ramp spans shall not be changed unless proven unable to 
resist the design loads agreed upon or unless they have been damaged or 
deteriorated.

3
It is suggested that since the rail switches on the seaward span of the ramps are not 
used (as the ferries have only two connecting rail tracks) the switches may be 
omitted and only two straight tracks be provided.)

4.3.3 Machinery for the Ferry Access Ramps

Existing machinery

In principle the existing machinery may be used with the following modifications:

• The lifting towers are raised to an elevation corresponding to the new elevation of 
the ferry ramps.

• The spindles and the counterweight wires for machinery in rows 1 and 2 are 
replaced with longer ones allowing for the increased slope of the spans.

• Wires for the lifting machinery and counterweights at row 3 are replaced with 
longer ones for the added travel length of the span.

• Counterweight mass shall be increased in accordance with the increased mass of 
the wooden decks.

i
Other modifications are not foreseen unless the towers or machinery are proven 
unable to resist the design loads as agreed upon or unless they have been damaged 
or deteriorated.

Hydraulic machinery

It is possible to remove the lifting towers at rows 1 and 2 and replace the towers with 
steel columns for suspension of oil hydraulic cylinders for operation of the ramp 
spans no. 1 and 2.

Using hydraulic cylinders for the operation will make the use of counterweights 
unnecessary, and the counterweight pits may be filled with concrete.

In order to carry the live load, the spans shall be equipped with hydraulically 
operated sliding bolts or similar locking devices.

The machinery at row 3, however, can not in a simple way be operated by hydraulic 
machinery as the counterweights are necessary to reduce the weight of the third 
span at the ferry support and as the stroke length of the cylinders would be too long.

Controls

The control equipment is out of date, and the installations in the control tower are 
rather hazardous. Therefore the control equipment shall be discarded and replaced 
with new equipment.
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4.4 Railway works

The railway terminal and parts of the connection line have to be raised to a higher 
position, which will require that the present railway infrastructure has to be removed. 
This gives some possibilities for a modernisation of the general layout of the 
complete ferry terminal and the railway part.

As the terminal is constructed for a much larger traffic than the present, the re
construction of the infrastructure on a new level shall be implemented in phases - 
according to the growth of the traffic.

In addition to the raise of level of tracks, also two new road/rail level crossings have 
to be provided.

This development has to be co-ordinated with the Railway authorities and the 
discussion hereof has not yet been concluded.

4.5 Building works

4.5.1 Customs / Police building

The following description has reference to drawing no. B.71. The building is a one- 
storey construction, which is to be shared by customs, water police and border 
police. The size of the building is 12.4 m x 28.4 m and the height is 3.0 m from the 
floor to the ceiling.

The walls are of cubic stones with a thickness of 40 cm. They are plastered and 
painted. The roof is of hollow deck elements of reinforced concrete (RC), pre-cast 
with a length of 5.86 m. They are supported by longitudinal walls 1,2 and 3. 
Insulation of the floor is two layers of glass-fibres armoured with heating insulation, 
cement layer etc.

The foundation consist of in-situ cast direct foundation to a depth of approximately 
one meter.

Window frames and doors are made of aluminium. The dimensions are 140 mm x 
160 mm for windows and 1200 mm x 2100 mm for doors. Inside doors are of wood 
and covered by a plastic folio.

The floors are covered. In working rooms they are covered with planks and varnish. 
In the toilets they are covered by ceramic tiles.

The walls in rooms are covered with wall paper and ceilings are white washed. 
Heating is by radiator. The source of hot water is the existing boiler house. 
Ventilation is natural. A sewerage system is constructed in the house. Lighting is 
natural in the day time. For work at night, fluorescent lamps are used.

Telephone connection and air-conditioning is provided.
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Exploitation

The function of the rooms in the building is described in the following table:

Area (m2) Staff per shiftRoom

10Customs
1. Head customs officer
2. Officer on duty
3. Offices
4. Examination room

16
16
3x15
22

3Border police
1. Head of office
2. Office

16
16

3Water police
1. Head of office
2. Reception room

16
12

12Toilet

Shed, traffic area

The shed for shelter of examination area consist of a roof covering the traffic lanes 
and central cabins at each lane. The dimensions are 20 m x 18 m. The height is 6 
metres, allowing for an inspection bridge at the side.

The foundation is with a dimension of 1.0 m x 1.0 m. Columns are of RC or steel and 
dimensions will be approximately 40 cm x 40 cm. The roof is a pre-fabricated welded 
steel structure, covered with metallic galvanised sheets. Lamps of lighting of the area 
are included.

4.5.2 Public service buildingI

The following description has reference to drawing no. B.61. The public service 
building is a one-storey building with the dimensions 10 m x 12.4 m and height 3.0 
m. The building is located in the vehicle marshaling area. The building is divided into 
two parts:

Kiosk and telephones 
Toilets

Foundation will be of in situ cast concrete. Outside walls are of cubic stone blocks of 
40 cm thickness. Roof structure will be of factory made concrete elements of 5.86 m 
length. Window frames and doors are of aluminium. Floors are of directly cast 
concrete with marble in kiosk and telephone area and in the toilets covered by 
ceramic tiles. Inside walls are of fire-proof materials. The ceilings are whitened.

Telephone connection, heating and air-conditioning is provided.
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4.5.3 Administration building and passenger terminal / pavilion

The following description has reference to drawing no. B.81. The two-storey 
administration building has dimensions of 42.2 m x 18.4 m. The total height is 9.2 m.

On the first floor, the administration of the ferry terminal is located together with 
entrance for passengers, ticketing office and accommodation for some employees of 
the railways. On the second floor, halls for departing and arriving passengers are 
located together with facilities for customs and police. The second floor is connected 
to the sky-walk. A separate control room with view to the terminal is adjoined to the 
eastern facade.

$

Foundation of the building is likely to be of RC and on piles of approximately 25 cm x 
25 cm. Outer walls are of cubic bricks with 40 cm thickness, which are plastered and 
painted. RC columns of approximately 40 cm x 40 cm are located in a 6 m x 6 m 
mesh. First and second floor decks are precast RC hollow slabs with a length of 5.86 
m. The upper deck is made of monolithic precast slabs.ji

Window frames and outer doors are of aluminium. Floors in office rooms are of 
parquet or planks of hard wood timber covered with varnish. In the corridors the floor 
is of marble slabs and in the toilets cement tiles. Inside walls in the lobby, passenger 
halls and ticketing office are of fire-proof materials (e.g. marble tiles). In the offices 
and corridors they are with wall paper and painted and in the toilets walls are 
covered with ceramic tiles.J

In the waiting halls, lobbies and ticketing office, ceilings are hanged with installed 
lamps. Ceilings are white washed in offices and corridors. Roofs are insulated.&

Content of rooms of ferry terminal and railway staff
.1

Area (m2)Room No. of staff
Ferry terminal manager 35 1

. Chief controller 16 1. >
Controllers 16 2

Щ 16Accountants 4
Technical staff 35 5

12Cleaning staff 2
24Tallymen 4

Sailors 8
Warehouse 16

Content of passenger waiting hall

General passenger rooms
- lobby
- booking hall
- waiting halls
- mother and child room
- cloak room

I

Additional service of passengers 
-VIP room 
- communication
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- canteen and kiosks
- medical point
- toilets

Service rooms
- customs clearance
- border police
- military commander
- transport police

I

Auxiliary rooms
- baggage
- warehouse

To reduce costs in the initial Phase 1 of the project only parts of the building, 
designated as the passenger pavilion building (see drawing no. B.82), will be 
designed and constructed. During this stage of the project the administration will 
remain in the existing ferry terminal administration building.

4.5.4 Ticketing building

The following description has reference to drawing no. B.71. The building is a one- 
storey construction, comprising of ticket office for vehicles. The size of the building is 
6.2 m x 10 m and the height is 3.0 m from the floor to the ceiling.1

The walls are of cubic stones with a thickness of 40 cm. They are plastered and 
painted. The roof is of hollow deck elements of reinforced concrete (RC), pre-cast 
with a length of 5.86 m. They are supported by longitudinal walls. Insulation of the 
floor is two layers of glass-fibres armoured with heating insulation, cement layer etc.

The foundation consist of in-situ cast direct foundation to a depth of approximately 
one meter.

Window frames and doors are made of aluminium. The dimensions are 140 mm x 
160 mm for windows and 1200 mm x 2100 mm for doors. Inside doors are of wood 
and covered by a plastic folio.

The floors are covered. In working rooms they are covered with planks and varnish. 
In the toilets they are covered by ceramic tiles.

The walls in rooms are covered with wall paper and ceilings are white washed. 
Heating is by radiator. Ventilation is natural. A sewerage system is constructed in the 
house. Lighting is natural in the day time. For work at night, fluorescent lamps are 
used.

Telephone connection and air-conditioning is provided.

Shed, traffic areaI
The shed for shelter of vehicle area consist of a roof covering the traffic lanes and 
central cabins at each lane. The dimensions are 20 m x 9 m. The height is 4 metres.
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The foundation is with a dimension of 1.0 m x 1.0 m. Columns are of RC or steel and 
dimensions will be approximately 40 cm x 40 cm. The roof is a pre-fabricated welded 
steel structure, covered with metallic galvanised sheets. Lamps of lighting of the area 
are included.

'
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5. VIABILITY OF FERRY SERVICE

Even though the renovation projects for the ferry terminals in Baku and 
Turkmenbashi ports are feasible, it would not make much sense to execute these 
projects if the ferry service utilising the terminals would not be feasible itself.

Therefore, although outside the scope of the present project an analysis has been 
prepared to evaluate the financial feasibility of the ferry service operated by the 
Caspian Shipping Company in order to assess its viability in connection with the 
proposed investments to be made in the rehabilitation of the ferry terminals in the 
ports of Baku and Turkmenbashi. The results of the analysis and the assumptions 
made are described in the enclosed document. The main assumptions are: .

\

• The traffic volumes are based on the preliminary forecast presented in the Phase 
1 Report. The cargo flow forecast from the "Most likely scenario" was used in the 
calculations.

• The revenues are based on the current tariffs charged by the CSC. It is 
assumed that empty units are charged at the same rates as similar loaded units.
It should be noted that the current tariffs would be considered low by international 
standards for ferry operations of a similar distance in Europe.

• The operating costs are based on the actual cost levels of the two vessels 
operated by the CSC in international trade, which are higher than the costs of 
those operating currently in the Caspian Sea on the assumption that the 
operating costs in the Caspian Sea will approach an international level. The 
operating costs have been obtained from the Caspian Shipping Company. It is 
furthermore assumed that the vessels are operated using gas oil at a cost of 
USD 150/ton.

• The current market value of each vessel is estimated to USD 25 mill. The capital 
cost of the vessels have been calculated based on a bareboat charter hire 
equivalent to an annuity depreciating the vessels over 15 years at an interest rate 
of 7%. Only vessels that are actually employed on the service is charged to the 
ferry service. Other vessels are assumed to be operated elsewhere or in lay-up 
without being charged to the ferry service.

• Port charges are as calculated in the preliminary feasibility analysis of the 
terminals at Baku and Turkmenbashi, i.e. at a level commensurate with the 
charges used in other active ferry ports in the Northern Europe.

i»

With reference to the detailed calculation in Appendix 7, the results of the preliminary 
analysis can be summarised as follows:

• The pretax profit is calculated to be as follows given the above assumptions:
No. of vesselsYear Profit in USD

1.8 mill. 
2.0 mill. 
4.3 mill. 
8.2 mill. 

10.5 mill.

1996 2
2000
2005
2010
2015

3
4
5
7

1 It should be particularly noted that the assumptions both in terms of revenues and 
costs are highly conservative. Even with such conservative estimates, which 
probably overstate the costs and underestimates the revenue potential, this 
preliminary analysis indicates that the CSC ferry service will be profitable.
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As will be noted, full utilization of all the vessels currently available can with the "most 
likely scenario" cargo forecast can only be expected from the year 2012. If the idle 
vessels cannot be employed on alternate routes and the capital charges to keep 
these vessels idle are charged to the ferry service, the operation will be operated at a 
loss until most or all the vessels can be operated in the service.

The results of the preliminary feasibility including all assumptions are presented in 
the enclosed spreadsheet.I
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Appendix 1 - List of project references

/1/ Renovation of the Ferry Terminals of Baku and Turkmenbashi
Phase 1 Report (Draft)
RAMBOLL, July 1996

/2/ Port Facilities for Ferries, Practical Guide. 
Supplement to Bulletin no. 87.
PIANC 1995

/3/ Improving the Design of Fender Systems. 
Supplement to Bulletin no. 45.
PIANC 1984

/4/ Topographic Survey of Baku Port.
RAMBOLL / Ministry of Agriculture of Azerbaijan 1996
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1 INTRODUCTION

After more than forty years of decreasing water level in the Caspian Sea the trend 
reversed in 1977 and the level has been rising rapidly ever since. Considerable coastal 
areas may be submerged within the next few years, threatening the continued operation 
of harbours, as the Baku and Turkmenbashi ferry terminals, as well as airports, 
railways, and heavy industry. The average annual increase in this period has been 14 
cm, including a rise of 34 cm from 1990 to 1991.

The outflow from the Caspian sea into the Kara-Bogaz-Gul bay, from which all water 
eventually evaporated, was considerably reduced in 1980 with the construction of a 
dam. Free inflow was opened again in 1992, and the bay now receives and evaporates 
about 7% of the annual inflow to the sea.

A large number of studies have been carried out, mainly by scientist and engineers of 
the riparian countries, on the causes of the sea water level variations and its likely 
future development. Selected papers and reports are discussed below.]

]

* 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

TER, 1992, is a major study of the level increase and its reasons and consequences, 
carried out by Russian scientists and engineers during 1991 and 1992. In table 1 below, 
the sea level variations since 1880 have been divided in periods of rising, falling, or 
nearly constant levels. For each period, values aic given uf the average annual inflow to 
the sea as well as the losses, comprising the outflow to the Kara-Bogaz-Gul bay and 
the visible evaporation, representing the sea evaporation minus the rainfall on the sea. 
The sea water level increments are seen to be positive in periods when the inflow to the 
sea exceeds the losses and visa versa. The period 1978 to 1990, for example, was 
characterised by a high inflow as well as an evaporation, which is lower than during all 
other periods given in the table.

]

ş

The higher inflow is related to the more frequent and larger cyclones, that have 
occurred over the Volga catchment since 1976. When considering the increase in water 
use in the catchment area during the recent decades, the runoff generated in this period 
will have been higher than that of all other periods given in table 1. The reduction in 
runoff, caused by cunsUuction of reservoirs, irrigation and water supply combined with 
changes in land use in the catchment area, is estimated to have reached an annual level 
of 40 km3 by now.İ
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Water level changes and variations of the inflow, evaporation and runoff 
to the Kara-Bogai-Gul bay. The flows are given in both km1 and in cm, 
representing the effect on the sea level. From /4/

Table l

Average water inflow and 
effect on the sea

Average runoff volume to 
JCara-Bogaz-Gul bay and 
effect on the sea 
kmVear cm/year

Periods Increment 
of water 
level

Average
visible
evaporation

kmVvear cm/year cmcm
6.775.5 24.71880-1913 

1914-1932 
1933-1940 
1941-1956 
1957-1970 
1971-1977 
1978-1990 
full period

306 71.5-92
9.7 4.9 74.780.416 321

2.710.558.5 77.3229-172
-41 77.5 11.6 3.1 78.2292

75.5 9.5 2.6 73.2281-4
•61 236 65.2 6.9 1.9 72.0
166 305 0.581.9 1.8 68.4

75.3 16.6293 4.2•206 73.5I
The report refers to different forecasts of the future water level variations, mainly 
predicting a continuation of the rise until 2010, but it also clearly states that no reliable 
forecasts of the direction and amplitude of the level variations is - or can be - given at 
this time. This is mainly due to the large influence of the natural and unpredictable 
climatic variations.

Relative to the zero level of the Baltic sea, the Caspian sea level has varied between - 
29 and -25 meters since measurements began in 1837, see figure 1. The report states 
that in the long term levels may go as high as -20 m and as low as - 33 m, and it 
recommends that the strategy for social-economic development in the Caspian sea 
shore area should consider the possibility of such variations.

»

I Sofremer el al. 1995, presents different estimates of the Caspian sea level variation 
over the last 100000 years. The estimated variation since 700 AD shows a cyclical 
character with a cycle duration of between 80 and 145 years. The highest level, reached 
around year 1800, is given here as -22.20 m, which compares well’with estimates given 
in other reports, varying from -21 to -23 m. Seeing the recent variations in the context 
of this oyolio bohaviour the report notes that it is fairly lilrely that fhn 19?,9 lfiYd will be 
reached. This does not, however, consider the effect of increased water use in the 
catchment.

;;

Previuu* predictions made by Soviet scientists are described and compared to the 
actual variations to illustrate the difficulty of forecasting the behaviour of the sm A 
forecast made in 1986, in which the water use in the catchment is expected to increase 
from 39 km1 at the time to 62 km3 in 2010, seems to be misunderstood by Sofremer, 
however, as these values have been taken as predictions of the inflow rather than the 
water use.

I

The variation in catchment rainfall and runoff, including the influence of reservoirs 
constructed during the 20th century, is discussed. The influence from dam filling and 
increased water use on the sea level are seen to be much less than that of the natural 
variations in the inflow from rivers.
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Although the report concludes that the level fluctuations are still “fairly mysterious", it 
comments favourably on predictions of a continued rise of 12 cm per year up to year 
2010. Noting the typical shape of the rising level curve the report farther predicts a 
sharp rise the next two years followed by three years of constant level, accumulating to 
50 cm over the next five years. /

However, no justifications are given, or can be given, for these predictions.

Golubtsov & Lee, 1995, presents an attempt to provide a basis for planning and * 
construction design in the coastal zone of the Caspian sea up to year 2050. In a 
discussion of the climatic variations it is noted that the inflow to the sea was 12% 
above average during 1978-91 while the evaporation from the sea was 9 % below its 
norm, adding farther to the level increase. In the period 1877 to 1934, with a rather 
constant sea level, the evaporation was usually high during periods of high inflow and 
visa versa, so that the combined effect of the variations in these components of the
hydrological cycle was small.

A graph of the sea level variations during 1556 to 1991 has been constructed using 
historical and other sources for the period before measurements began in 1837, see 
figure 1. The effects of increasing water use in the catchment during the last half 
century is illustrated by a calculated water level variation corresponding to no water 
use (Сд = 0). It is seen that the water level would now have been 1.5 meters higher in 
that case, attaining a level similar to the observations during 1830-1930. The two lower 
lying curves similarly illustrate the water level variations, that correspond to a constant 
water use in the catchment of 40 and 50 kmVyear respectively, and open outflow to the 
Kara-Bogaz-Gol. Analyses have indicated that, under average climatic conditions and 
with the current water use in the catchment (C* “ 40), the average sea level would be - 
28 5 m and the return periods of the high levels of -26 and -25 m would be 100 and 
1000 years

I

The impact of potential climate changes due to the green-house effect is also 
considered. The paper assumes that the global warming will lead to a gradual increase 
in runoff and rainfall and decrease in evaporation. This leads to a calculation of 
probabilities for different sea levels up to year 2050. The most likely variation (50% 
probability curve) passes a minimum of -28 in 2015 and reaches a level of about -27 in 
2050. At that time, probabilities; are estimated at 10% for a level of -25 m and 1% for - 
24 m.

These calculations arc, however, very uncertain. No reliable predictions of the global 
warming are available, and the impacts it will have on the hydrological cycle arc not 
faliy understood

I
Ratkovich, 1956, includes in his article a discussion on future water consumption in the 
catchment area, estimating that the increasing demand for food production and the 
continued development of domestic water supply in the area will lead to a significant 
increase in the water demand. It is mentioned that unfavourable ecological conditions 
will arise at sea water levels below -29 m.
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The autocorrelation coefficient of the Caspian sea level is given as 0.98, indicating that 
levels in the near future are highly dependent on the present level. One-sided deviations 
from the mean level have thus persisted for decades in some cases.

The paper, which is from 1986, did not see any “substantial probability" of a further 
long rise of the level.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE SEA LEVEL VARATIONS3

Researcher agree that the sea level variations are mainly caused by natural climatic 
variations. The influencing factors are listed below.

Inflow The Volga river contributed most of the inflow to the 
Caspian Sea, in average about 80 %. It is estimated that 
the increased runoff accounts for about 45 % of the 
level rise during the last two decades.I

Sea The visible evaporation, i.e. the evaporation minus the 
rainfall on the sea, is about 700 mm per year, see table 
1. The low evaporation during 1977 to 1993 has 
contributed an estimated 25°/» to the level increase, 
whereas the high rainfall, occurring at the same time, 
accounts for an estimated 16%.

1 evaporation 
and rainfall 
on the sea

«

Surface area The sea level will fluctuate, on the long term, around a 
water level at which the surface area of the sea is 
sufficiently large to permit an evaporation, which is 
equal to the average inflow Calculations have shown 
that a continuation of the climatic conditions prevailing 
since 1978 would result in an equilibrium water level of 
-24 m.
The area of the Caspian Sea increased by 10.5 % from 
1978 to 1992, and assuming an average evaporation 
rate, the annual water losses to the atmosphere will 
thus have increased by about 25 km3. If the inflow is 
reduced to its long term average in the coming years, 
the present large surface area will thus ensure an excess 
evaporation and consequently a falling in water level.

J

•f

Ail water draining into this shallow bay is lost through 
evaporation. A dam was constructed in 1980, when the 
sea level was still low, to reduce water losses to less 
than 2 km3 / year, and removed again in 1992, allowing 
presently an outflow of about 20 kmVyear

The Kara- 
Bogaz-Gol
bay

Several low lying depressions along the Eastern coastOther
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Depressions of the sea will be flooded and act as evaporation ponds 
if the level increases to between -26 and -25 m. The 
total capacity of these depressions is 24 km3.

Most of the reservoir construction in the catchment 
area took place during 1956 to 1969. It is estimated 
that the filling of the reservoirs reduced the Caspian sea 
level by 5 cm per year in this period. Many reservoirs 
arc used for hydropower produr.tihn and have therefore 
only a minor effect on the volumes of inflow to the sea, 
caused by the evaporation from the reservoir surfaces.

Reservoirs

Water use for irrigation and water supply in the 
catchment has increased considerably in recent times. 
By 1991 the reduction of water inflow to the Caspian 
sea due to these activities is reported by several sources 
to be about 41 km3 per year. It is not clear, however, 
whether this figure represent the diversions only or 
includes the reducing effects of irrigation return flows 
and drainage, by which part of the diverted water is 
reintroduced in natural rivers, draining to the sea.. 
Estimates of the effect of water use on the sea level 
variations are given in /1/, as mentioned above

Water use

s The settlements created by these movements are 
estimated to effect the sea water level with no more 
than 1 mm per year.

Tectonic 
movements uf 
the sea 
bottom

There is little doubt that the increase in the 
concentration of green-house gases in the atmosphere 
will eventually increase the global temperature. Local 
effects on the hydrological cycle are impossible to 
predict, however, with the present knowledge of the 
involved processes. There is no reason to believe that 
the current rise in the Caspian sea level is caused by 
other than natural variations, as seen previously in the 
history of the sea.

The
greenhouse
effect

j

4 THE FUTURE SEA LEVEL VARIATIONS

Practically all papers and reports concerning the water level variations of the Caspian 
sea mention that no reliable predictions of the future can be given. The possibilities 
exists that, within the next 50 years, the level will rise to e g. the height reached in 
1800, i.c. -22 m, or reverse towards levels as low as -3i m, corresponding to the 1977 
level adjusted for increased water use in the catchment.
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Neither of these levels are, however, likely to occur, and for design purposes in the 
coastal zone it is often not possible to consider such an interval.

Based on the existing material and the above discussion on processes and factors 
influencing the sea level variation, recommendations are given below for an upper and 
lower design level.

Upper limit: -25 m
Different factors indicate that the level rise is unlikely to pass this limit:
The average annual water losses have increased by some 45 km3 from 1980 to 1992 

due to Increased surface area and the opening of the Kara-Bogaz-Gol bay. These losses 
will increase further if the present level of inflow persists. If the inflow is reduced to a 
level closer to its long term average, the losses will still remain high until the sea level 
has fallen considerably.Ü

If the Caspian sea reaches levels between -25 and -26 additional losses will start 
occurring through the flooding of other depressions along the eastern coast. This has 
been estimated to 11 km3 per year initially, rising to 24 km3 per year when all 
depressions are flooded.

A continued rise of the water level will make the situation increasingly difficult in many 
coastal areas, e.g. at the city of Atyrau in the North. This is likely to lead to an initiation 
of possible remedial measures including pumping of water to depressions, that are not 
directly linked to the sea. Previously abandoned plans for irrigation development in the 
Volga catchment may be taken up as well as the possibility of diverting water to the 
Azov and Aral seas.

&

For a long term constant water use of 40 km3/year the probability of the sea level 
exceeding -25 meters has been given in /1/ as 0.1%. The p/estul level is only 1.5 meters 
from this limit, however, and considering the high autocorrelation of the series the 
probability of levels above -25 m within the next 55 years will be higher than this. 
Considering further an anthropogenic climate change which introduces higher annual 
inflows from the catchment and lower evaporation from the sea, the probability of the 
level exceeding -25 m is estimated in /1/ to giadually increase towtuds a value of 10% 
in year 2050. This calculation is, however, highly uncertain.

Щ

Taking these calculations and uncertainties into account, the probability of the water 
level staying below -25 m until year 2050 is estimated to be 97-99%.

Lower limit: -30 m
The concerns before the recent level rise of Ratkovich (ref Г2Г) and other researcher of 
a continued drop of the Caspian sea level were quite valid, considering the major 
developments of irrigated agriculture in the catchment. History has shown that the level 
can drop very rapidly due to natural climate variations, as it happened during the 1930s 
with a fall of almost 2 meters in only 8 years.
Considering further that the long term average water level corresponding to the present 
water use has been estimated at -28.5 m it seems prudent to design structures for the 
possible event of a drop in water level down to -30 m.

i
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For a constant water use of 40 kmVyear throughout the period shown in figure 1, the 
sea water level would have been below -30 m during 1940 to 1977, corresponding to 
8.5% of the time. Considering the present high water level and the autocorrelation it is 
estimated that the probability of water levels below *30 within the next 55 years is also 
between 97 and 99%.

These recommendations have been made assuming that the impact of anthropogenic 
climate changes on the hydrological cycle at present and during most of the next half 
century are negligible. It is thus assumed that the high inflow and low evaporation 
prevailing these years are caused by natural variations and do not represent a permanent 
change in the climate.

It is estimated above that the probabilities of the water level crossing any of the 
suggested upper and lower limits are of the same order of magnitude. If the 
consequences of such an event arc deemed more serious for one of the limits it may be 
considered to shift the design interval 0.5-1 meter in that direction. For a 1 meter 
change in limits, the probabilities of exceedence will become about 10 times smaller at 
the extended limit and about 10 times larger at the other.

i

-

j
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Appendix 3

Comparison of alternative layouts, step 1
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İ COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE LAYOUTS, BAKU, STEP 1

Min. requir. Units Alternative 1,1 Alternative II,3Criteria Alternative 1,2 Alternative 1,4 Alternative II,2Alternative l,3 Alternative 11,1
i (year 2015)

1. Allocation of areas
Space available 1 set of tracksRailway area OK (2 sets) OK (2_setş0 OK (2 sels) OK (2 sets)OK (2 sets) OK (2 sets) OK (2 sets)
Extension 
Space available

1 set of tracks OK OKOK OK OKOK OK

2 3Truck/car area ha OK OK OKOK OKOK OK
Extension Limited OKLimited Limited OKOKLimited

1.0Space available^ 
Extension

ha OK OKPasserger/Adm area OKOKOK OKOK
Limited OK OK OKOKOKLimited

1.05 ha OK (main port)Space available OK (main port)Container yard OK (main port) OK (main port)OK (main port)OK (main port)OK (main port)
Extension ? ? ? ? ? ??

12Space available ha >0.5Trailer yard >0.5 050 5 OK ?
0 3IS

Extension ? ? OKLimited OK OKLimited

2. Traffic Oow operations (Inside terminal)
OK OKSeparate flow of railwagons OKOK OK OKOK

OK/partly with trailersSeparate flow of containers OK/partly with trailers OKOK OK OKOK

OK/partly with containers 
Traffic in/passengers out

Separate flow of trailers OK/partly with containers OKOKOK OK) OK

Traffic in/trailers outCrossing traffic flows Traffic in/Traffic outTerminal area/mam rail Traffic in/Traffic outTerminal area/main rail NoneI
Traffic in/trailers out Passengers in/traffic out Traffic out/trailers inTraffic in/trailers outTraffic in/trailers out

Passenger in/trailers out
350 250Trucks/carsBoarding distance m 300250 420 250400
250 500Passengers m 250270 250500350•I 650 650Containers m 650650 550 650650
650 650Trailers m 450700 500700700

3. Access to terminal
Existing (widening) Existing (widening)Existing/new New for trucks/carsAccess road NewExisting (widening) NewExisting (widening)

Existing for pass cars
Gajibekov Sir Gajibekov SirConnections Vneshnekollsevaya Str Vneshnekolts Slr/Ga|ibekov StrGajibekov Sir Vneshrckoltsevaya StrGajibekov Sir

300300Length 800 800 ♦ 350150m 700150
Existing ExistingExisting/new

Access railroad ExistingExisting ExistingExistingExisting

2 (existing) 2 (existing)Crossing of road/rail access 1 for passenger cars (existing)None1 (existing) None1 (existing)

Ü 4. Implications
Buildings/structures

Existing ferry terminal(1700)m2 Existing hotel and cafes(300) Floating workshop( ) Areas of KQF(S00m2)Concrete 'aclory(6500m2) 
Floating ftorkshop( ) 

Areas of new road(1200m2)

Existing ferry lermina(1700)Existing ferry lemnina(1700)
Existing hotel and cafes(300)m2 CSC area buildings(1500) Areas of new ent road(1200m2) Floating workshopExisting hotel and cafes(300)Existing hotel and cafes(300)

Ter.of CSC/G.meral Port(200m2)m2 General port(200) Areas of new ent road(1200m2)Areas of CSC (2300)Areas of CSC (2300)
Water tank and pierWater tank and pier Area of Main Port (1100m2)Water tanks

RailwayRailwayRe-use of existing facilities RailwayRailway Railway 
Feiry berths

RailwayRailway.i
Ferry berthsFerry berths Ferry berths Feriy berthsFerry berthsFerry berths

NoneNoneLocking up of existing facilities Concrete factory (None)/Concrele factoryNone NoneNone
CSC/KOF/Port(0.4/0 5/0,7)ha Area of CSC (0 4 ha)Use of territory of others Concr.fact./KOF(0.5/Q-S) Concr.fact /KQF(0.5/0 5)CSC/Port/KOF(1.0/1.2/Q 5) Conor fact/KOF(3.8/0 5)CSC/Port(1.0/1.7)

ha Area of General port (0.7 ha) New entrance road(0,6) New entrance road(0.6)New entrance road(0 6)
1 5*0.5ha 1.5

New land/reclamation 50.5*05 3 24None

Reclamation works 
Use of e listing access

Reclamation works Reclamation works Reclamation worksEnvironmental impacts Reclamation worksReclamation worksUse of existing accessI
Use of existing access Use of existing access

! Unit cost

S. Comparative costs
8 USD/m3 USDLevellingRailway

0600 USD/m USD 0Relaying

6 USD/m3 USD 0Reclamation 684000Access road 285000 68400000
37500

15 USD/m2 USD 37500
Land aquisition 9000090000 9000000

08 USD/m3 USD 0Levelling 64000 64000640000
13500075 USD/m2 USD 135000Pavement 750000750000 75000000

ClUSD 0Bridges/passes 0 0000
17100006 USD/m3 USD 855000Reclamation

Terminal areas 1140009 2950000 11400001140000
7500015 USD/m2 USD ?Land aquisition 150000645000 150000225000150000

5600008 USD/m3 480000USDLevelling 370000688000 160000590000 590000
225000075 USD/m2 2250000USDPavement 2225000 2250000 2250000 22500002250000
10000002000 USD/m 500000USDPassenger walkwayTerminal building works 540000 500000 500000700000700000
252000130$/m3-60S/m2 USD 220000DemolitionRelocation works 100000 120000490000330000330000

vraler tank. 500000water tank. 500000New construction USD
rew service pier. ? new service pier, 7 new service pier, 7pipeline, 10000water tank. 500000

pipeline. 15000USO pipeline. 15000 pipeline. 15000
6 5 millUSD 5 OmillTotal 7.5mi1 7 6mill 6.1 mill5 2mill4 5mill

I
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Appendix 4

Comparison of alternative layouts, step 2
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Appendix 5

Operational forecasts - Traffic, revenue and
costs
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Forecast of cargo flows on
Most li

(in thou
1997i ’ 1998 i1993* 19991 2002200019961994 1995 2001rvice:

ku - TurkmensbasM
il. tons 
jck. tons
ermodal container, tons 
irkmenbashi - Baku 
lit. tons 
jck. tons
ermodal container, tons 
>rry total
ail. tons _ ; . ____
иск, tons_____ _______________
lermodai container, tons ___

issenger traffic ('OOP) ______

2661 284' 302235 250 322 343155134,
14lT~ 136' 133134 143 12994 108 130 131

40* 46 1751 ... 190133:108 120; 148101, 161
*5'Ö" 38 Г320! 0' 14 210 4439 Г367231 206 5031416 443' 535344: 472,

' I193200' 195'2091 207196 189162; 191144
196; 217148 158: 1761 2361 25669 62 278

~3i1 “471"'öi- -------ÖT *' 21;8о 55 64
365 700 745 794617 657579 845360 900

336i 328352 348 317252 330256; 321 324
397]3291101 365249 265 296108 4311

3513 520 0 0 790 93 J08

54 58 62 7551931 52 48 66 70
7695İ 8727I7225 81955154 6370 6784 9295 9899ars !

1997**'** 1998 Г * 1999T1993 ~ 1994İ " 1995İ 2000119961 2001ervice:
aku - Turkmensbashl:

2002

4538]*4705]3605İ* 4461]’ _ *47*51**
53761 
5376 i

4430*1 43403122. 4289ail 4379■

6665 *948*7*
8348

5992 74012007 2318 5048 8042 8736railers, total___
Trailers with tractors 
Trailers without tractors 

,lermodai container 
urkmenbashl - Bajtu:

. 6665 74012007; 2318 5048 5992! 8042 8212
Öl00 0; 00; 0 0 524 1138

533j ~~ 1418! 2114|

6656** 6498*1 6291
21710İ 23593
217*101

*01
3101 i 4*719]

O' . "_____ _0J0 43790I 3217 3769

Ш**6969i " 690İT"
157721 * "17578! 

148091 15772' . 1*7578;

6422
27830
*24490"

3340

5399 4800 6544 6365ail
61716943 61*77 '

6942 14809 19553 
19553 

O' '“0Г
781* 2080;

25629railers. total
Trailers with tractors 
Trailers without tractors 

llermodal container 
erry total:

235931 
01

240911 
1538İ

_J528|
Ö*0i 0' 0

.. Ж- Öо 6422

5129] 
89491 
89491

İÖİ28* 112301 12621 
23570I 26216 
23570I 26218

_ 18244
37317 

. 32839 
4478*

1Ö8Öİ*

5923 9509 13945 15549 16845tail
198571 
198571

8489 21148' 29110 31635 34365railers, total
Trailers with tractors 
Trailers without tractors 

ttermodal container _

8489 21148' 29110 31635 32304
0İ 0l 0I0! 0 0 0 0 2062

-I—1Д1И ~Ö]~' — -p|- • - -1314 ..... 5216 7936 * ' ' 92960
■

*48000!93000I 6175ÖT ’ 74591
*9899

51120i52000 54443: 57982’assenger traffic 
Cars

65764 70039Öİ 7695]5154 6370 7225' 819516784 8727! 9295

T -iaku Feasibility Calculation (jn USD^__ _
tevenues:
/essel berthing charges 
.oading charges, loaded units:
■taiicars

Trailers and trucks 
Containers
.oading charges - empty units: 
lailcars

-ks and trailers 
ainers

Jassenger handling charge 
Cars and autombile diarges 
Discharging charges, loaded units:
Railcars
Trucks and trailers 
Containers
Dicharging charges - empty units:]
Railcars
Trucks and trailers 
Containers 
Total port revenues 
Port operating costs:
Labor/stevedoring costs 
Administration costs 
Maintenance costs 
Other operating costs 
Total operatic costs 
Operating income/cash flow

Net present value of cash flows -10% discount • 9,377,5401
internal rate of return-1998 with 
initial investment USD 22.4 mill. 
dIus USD 5.1 in year 2СЮ8______ _

■!1993: *'*19941
’

_____  ____ 1997' 1998I 19991 ....200Öİ 2007 2002
1,244,*592] 1.106~]364j* 2,115.433] *2,252,9361 2,446,694' 2,656,873) 2,883]237^ 3,100,932] *3,300,889 [ 3,512.402

1995 i 1996

19,996] 19,28*7] 1*8,8291 *" 18*,229
25,466! '*** 28,327 ' 31.4521 34,180

0; 2,264, ' 6,027;" 8,986] * 13,672'

9725* 9334* 9,003 j
44,181 49241! 54J72]

Ö' 3,320] 8,8401
18,511 19,714!' 20,995.
12,246* 13,0421 13.889İ

~29]618Г 29,330] 28,289]* * 27.6İ7]
67,030j 74,7071 83,100 | 92,267'

~W.

'___ I 15,32İ*j~ *_ 18,960]
8,530] 9,8491 "21İ4S5İ 22,849'*

o' 5Г...... of'

18,444]

37,130 ] 40819*
16,017! 18809

13,2691 20,1931 18,609

I
9879' 5877 ' 8,850*1

20874 16,377“ 41.484Г
0 0! C

31,620] 1*7,680:' 16,320
01 "* 8,736! 10,797

8,609] 
71,793 
2Q493:

8,789'
60,815]
1318*1"

8,509'
66,090!
20,054:'

22,360'
14,792]

8,686 
77.959 
27,295 
25.361 
16778

___________________ 27,295
100,2701 108,9231 118.278

13781] 20.0541 23.493 *2*7295

0

Щ
15,754 j

17,381
11,498*

22,947]* 20,399 2*6,739]* 27,05327,810
29,504' 26,227 62,939

w 8,8400 0

'!:
!

1,381,113 *1,226,030 ! 2,324,048 ! 2,475,11Г 2,694,428] 2,936,114] 3,193,239' 3745.887 3,675711" 3,918,884

180,000: 183000İ 180,000 180,000 180,000' 180,000! 180.000İ 180,000] 160,000!
336,doo: 336,000! 336.000 ээзйю ззб.ооз 336]ooo*i ззе.ооо' зззбоо! ззе]ооо

b' —0] "ğ o' ö: o“ o! '*" ol ' o
516,000’ 516,000 ; 516,0001 516,000 516,000 ' 516.000! 516,0001 5_16,00pJ 516J500 516,000
865,1131 710.030İ 1,808,0481 _ 1.959.İ1İ 2,178,428 i 2,420,11*4; 2,677,239] 2,929,88*1*1 3.İ59.4İİ; 3,402.884

it-ol o! oi ö; 00 00 0;
180,000
336,000

0

•|1

I
'-11,200,000İ-11,200,000; 2,929,881; 3.159.411' 3.402.8840.150]



+t тi+ ! _rkmenbashl Feasibility Calculation (In USD) 
venues:
ssel berthing charges 
ading charges, loaded units: 
iilcars
jcks and trailers 
mtainers
ading charges - empty unjts: ___
■Hears
ucks and trailers 
jntainers
issenger handling charge 
ars and automobile handling chai 
scharging charges, loaded units: 
ailcars
ucks and trajlers
ontainers .............. ..... ..
■charging charges - empty units: 
ailcars
rucks and trailers 
ontainers
otalport revenues 
ort operating costs: 
a bor/stevedoring costs 
dministration costs 
'.aintenance costs

1998!1997İ 1999İ1996 2000 2001199519941993
1,244,592 1,106,3641 2,115,433 2,252.936 ’ 2,446,694 ; 2,656,673 | 2,863,237! 3,100,932r 3,300189| 3,512,402

22,947 20,399' 27,810: 29,618 29,3307
29,504 ^ 26,227 : 62,939 [ 67.030 ’ 74,7071 83,1001

26,2891 27.617* *26.7391* * *27,0531'.....27,295
______  _______ 92.267: 100270İ 108,9231 118.278

0j___ 3.320 İ 8,840! _13J8l! 20,054 j ~23,493' 27.295Ol0

IIT

17,381! 18,511
11,498: 12,246

31,620’ 25,361
..16,778

19,714 20,995 i 22,36017,680 16,320 23,813
13,889! 14,7920İ 13,04210,7978,736 15,754

19,287 18,82920,193 19,99613,269 15,321 16,960 16,229 18,444 18,609
40,319
18,609

28,327 31,45225,4669,849 21,455 22,849 34,1808,530 37,130
6,027 8,9860 0 2,264 13,6720I 0 16,017

9,425! ' 9.334T 9,003
~~ 44,1811 49,2411 54,772

5j" 1.057!'* " 2,813
2,475ТШ| 2.692.165 İ 2,930,087

*9,6791 _____
20,974 16,377

'* (Г —____
1,381.113. 1.226.000Г 2,324,048

8,789 8,5098,850 8,6095,077 8,686
60,815 77,959

8,686
41,484 66,090 71,793

0 4,195 6,3820 7,476
3,184,253 3,432,209 3,659,395 3,900,275

Ol ОО о о о о о о о180,0001 180,000
264ХЮ0; " 264,000

* 180,000 180,000
264.000
~ Ö
444.000 

* 3.456.275

180,000 180,000 180,000 160,000 180,000 180,000
264,000264,000 264,000 264,000 264,000

о|_'*'444,000
2,486,0871 "2.740.253 2,988,209

264,000 264,000Ğ! Оо 0I о о,444,000
Оther operalingcosts ____ ___________

otal operating costs ___ 444,000! 444,000
'peratlng income/cash flow 937,1131 782,030 ° k;

444.000444,000 444,000 
_2.031,11U ?J243.. 165j

444,000 444.000
1,880,048 3,215,395

let present value of cash flows in 1998 with 1CÄ 13,809,7401

........ (ШэГ

T
------- T—

...... T...................
* *" -8,8Q0 6ooT '-8.800,000! 2,988,209İ 3215.395"f 3,456,275*

iternal rate of return in 1998 _
rith initial investment USD 17.6 mill 
,nd USD 6.5 mill, in 2008

-------- i~-....lasic assumptions: 
tound trip time in days (26 hours)!
lumber of vessels operated___,
lumber of voyages/port calls per j 328 j
Charge for each vessel/port call (tj 37971 
iandling charge per loaded unit:
{ailcars

1.08Г .1.08*1' voai 1.08Г 1.081.081.08, 1.08~2l 31 2 2 2 2 33
5931 700291 557 644 925

"3797
759 817 869

'3797İ 37973797 37973797 3797 3797 3797

4:25T4İ25T 4Ж
4,25l

4.251 4.251

4.25f 4.2|] 425İ
4,25! 425İ

4,25* 4.2514.25 4.25
4.251 4.25!4.25! 4.254.25 4.25'‘rucks and trailers 

Containers
dandling charge per empty unit: 
{ailcars
,‘rucks and trailers
Containers__
3assenger handling charge 
Cars and automobile handling cha 
Tons per railcar 
Tons per truck/trailer 
Tons per container (JEU]
Annual growth of cargo 
/essel carrying capacity:
{ailcars
Trailers, incl. tractor 
Trailers, excl. tractors 
Containers

4.25
4,251 4.25 4.25' 4.25i4.25 4.25’ 4,251 4,25

4.257 4.25! 4.25
4.25İ" ' ' 4.25i 4.25'

*4.251 4.25Г
Ö34İ 0.341

'*"1.691 " "1.691

4.25 4.25 4.25 i4.251 4.25 4.251 4.25
4254.2514.251 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25
4.254.254.251 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25

0.341 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34
1,69! 1.69 1.691.691.69 1.69! 1.69 1.69

303030 30 30' 3030 30! 30 30
20!20: 2020 20 2020. 20120 20

10İ0'10'İÖ 10*10 10!10; 101 10

к u. 1 1 1

28İ' 28: 28281 28 i2823 ??! 28 28
32 F32: 32 32Г3?| 3232] 32 32; 32

aT. 41!41,
8Öİ

41 41'41' 41 41 41
80i * 80 ___ ~80T

oTeol 0Ж
801 8ÖF 8ÖT 8080 80

0.801 OiO:
---------- 1

0.80j " Ш Ö-800.8ÖT 0.80A,vg. max. utilization of vessel. 
Modal split:

0.80

Ö.70T 0.70"'" 0l7 Ö.57T
03ÖI

0.531 0.48 0.44 i 
0.49!

0.38!0.40{ail 0.36
0.45İ ' _____
1.0Öİ 1,00'

0.00 
0.05;

6.52Trailers/trucks. total 
Trailers with tractors

0.470.30 0.43 0.43 0.50 0.5İT
1.00'1.00 1.00 1.001.001.001 0.94 0.88

Tool**0.00'
0.02'

O.OOi *0.00
0:00: 0.00

0.120.00:0.00 0.00 0.06Trailers without tractors
Containers _____
Maintenance cost -1.5% of investment per year 
Administration - 30 persons ea. USD 500/month

. 0.TЩ 0:0*7 Ö.10: 0.120.00 k-



ilan Sea ferry aervlc* to 2015 
enario
of tons) 

2003 2006İ 20Ö7İ 20142012'2010 20112006 20092005 i 20132004
"4ТГ 604 643567 665469 5001 532 729441389

132'132' 193181150 160; 170' 205 219141 233132
242' 258: 275 3İ2'223 427332 354 377293. 401206

Я 91 96;80 85; 103166 70 75. 10951
886I “ 943i781' 83^ 1005607570 689 733I646 1070

283 iТэГ” Ж1207 220 234 250 301194; 321 !v'194
328. 487 519 553430 457356 379 403 588302
85 1251 133 141103 110 11797 151 16074

1313İ 1399 i1021' 1087]' 1158 19161490 1586 16901233 1799959
327' 476347 447 507326; 370 3941 420 5401 575326
551' 1054819 873637 722 7691 929598 678 990508

,'уэГ.". .„'ЙЩ
85?  ~'~90j

11228* 119571

125 238223174 185 197 210 253 270

ТоэТ79' 123 13110296 116 140 149
10542 2107612735 16383 1744713562 15383 1858214444 19789

I

гшпв2003] 2010i 2011Г2005 7 2009!2004' 20061 2007т 2012120081 2013| 2014

4408?" 4694
12121, 12909

64314414'
111741 
8492! 8484
2682 İ
5794* 6611:

60394999 5324 5670 6849 7294 77694404
1768616606'13748 14641 15593 18835 20060 2136410298;

8444* 12380116249036 9623 10249 10915 13185 14042 14954
53063636 3873 4392 4678 49824124 5651 60181854 6409

İ0274' 7499 1 J 1.653
11395
62671
43870
188Ö1

' İ7092

9058 9647İ7041 7986

78091 
'429511 
300661
12885İ " 13723
11714) 12475

Ш| 109425052

6465!
35557]
24890İ
10667'
9697

$_6885? 7333! 
37868 40329' 
26508 '" 28231İ 
11360 120991

9433İ 10046İ'
51882] 55255'

34йЛ?* ' 36318? 38678
146151 155651 '" " 16576İ 17654
132861 141501 ' 150691' 16049

8857:
48716İ

6475! 
3278Öİ 
24912: 

7867 
7410' 8498!

'8317* 
45743İ 
32020?

10699 
58846I 
41192

6460'
30209]
24771' !-
5438

10328 10999
.

19753'" 21382' 23139 
40507 " 43954 Г 47677 
33215: 33405:

1Ö549İ

26245
54077!

279511 29768 İ 31703
57592 61335İ ~~ 65322

3376424644 35958 38296 40785
6956850776 74090 78906 84035

33374
143Ö3

37854 45726 4869835544 40314 42935 51663 55234 58824
15233 19597 2087016223 17278 18401 222277291 23672 25210

2874516309 17369 22344 2379718498 19700 2098012461. 14292| 25343 26991

84603! '90103!
İİ228I 11957

131473İ 140018] 149119'
..17447] ' 'ШГ" М»

79440'
10542

115914 " 123448
15383İ 16383

95959 102197 108839 158812
12735 13562 21676I

•—£---- т
20'1'оТ 2011!20061 2007! 2012; 2013___ ___ 2008' _ ____ ____ ___ ____

3.972,392 : 4,222,070; 4,496504]' 4,768,777' 5,100,047] 5.43ТЖ? 5,784,6011 6,160,6007 6,561,039İ' 6,987,5077'7.441.695

18,732İ İ 9,950?' 21,246? ~22]б2~7?~ 24,0ЯГ "25,664] 27]ЗЗЗТ~ '29.İ09İ зЩТ? 33.016
51,5131' 54,861 İ Я.427! 62,2251 66,270 ) 70,577]
28,098 ; 29,924 ' 31.869İ 33,941? ' 36.14Г 38,4971

İİ.248?" 11,9807 " 12,7И?
128,136? _ 136,465' 145,335'

_ 53,020] ~~Я,46б| ~ 60,136
" 39,411] " 41,972 44701 47,606

26,072 27,767' 29,572 " 31,494

2005 20092004 20142003
.736.039

18,761
47.489]
24,624!

18,717
43.765
21,470

75,165 80,050 85754 90,795
40,999 43,664 46,502 49,525

8,744 ' 9,312 ~' 9.917?" 10,562
99,603] 106,077] 112,973j " 120,316
41,213[ 43,892 46,745 [ 49,784
30,635 ' 32,626 34,747 ' 37,005

21,584 22,9871 24,481

13,5881 14,471
154,782) 164,843
'64,045 ' 68,208

~İS,4İT
175,558
72,642

8,757
91,824!

8,737
84.623
31,491
27,010
17.868

Г36,118
28,765. .
19,030! ' ' 20,2671

50,701 53,996
33,541 35,722

i
31,164? 33",189Г ' 35.347 ' 37,644? 40,091

182,541 "194,406? 207,0421 220,500
'49J84 53,020' 56,466! 60,136

42.697 ..... 457472
234İ83İ] 250,097
64,045 68,208

27,519; 27.476İ 29,262
139,313! 151.116? 160.939
36,118 41.213 ' 43,892

27,454
128,388
31.491

48.428
266,353'-Щ 72,642

+ !
т • —гТ ■ ;! -Г

.. .fГГ : I
4,450,71? 4.740!680] 5,048,824 ) 5,376?998Г' 5,726,S02İ б'.б98,725" 6.495,142? 6,917,326? 7,366,953? 7,845.'805Т 8,355,782

”. “? • 1 İ İ

™ Ж.... _ о?
İSÖTOOOI 180.6001
336,000? 412,500'

0' _
516,0001 592,5001 592.500İ 592.50Ö! 592J00J 592,5007 592,500 592,500

'4,860,998 i 5.134,002' 5,506^25] 5,902,642! 6,324,826 6,774,453 7,253,305 7,763,282

».177,054

_' ' 6! .......... ÖT....... . ö
180.000' 180,0001 180,000

412?5ÖÖ! 412l50Ö

ÖT0; ----- 0Г ~ö
180,000 180,000
412?500 412]50Ö

O! 0
180,000! 180,000' 180,000 i 180,000
336.000 ' 336,000! 336.000; 336,000

0;
516.000 516,000 516,000 ' 516,000

3,661,054 3.934.71? 4,224^680. 4,532,824

180,000'
4Ü50Ö! 412,500;

Öi0! 0İ 0o! 6q

! Ii

34ЛИ? 5,506,225] 5,902^642; 6,324,826] 6.774t4®j: 7,253.305 ; 7.763.2823,661,054 3,934,71? 4,224,680; 4.532.824] 4,860,998.!
1



2004' 2ÖÖ5I "2006
'36TÖ39; 3.972.392; 4,222,070! 4,496,504 4,788,777 . 5.100.047 , 5,431,5511 5,784,601 6.160,6001 6,561,039 | 6,987,507! 7,441.695

27.519' 27.476Т 2926^ 31.164İ 33,189: 35,347 " 37,644 Щ91 42.697İ 45,472! 48.428
139.313 151.İ 16 160,939! 171,400: 182,541 _ 194,406 : 207.042» _ 220.500; " 234.832İ " "250,097; "266,353
36,118' 4Ü13' 43,892 46,745 49,784 53,020 : 56,466 60,136 64.045 ' 68.208 ' 72,642

2003' 20112010 201220092007 2008 2013

27.454
',28.388
31.491

т

41,972;" 44.7011 ' "47.6Ö6İ 50,701: " 53.996
27,767! 29,572Г "31.494İ 33.54135,722

28,765' 30,635' 32,626 ; 34,747 ; 37,005; " 39,41 Г
19,030 1 20,267! 21,584 [ 22,987[ ' 24,4811 26,072;

27.010
17.868^

18,717" 
43,765 
21.470'

18.761 18,7321 19,9501 21,2461 "22,6271 24,0981 7^,6641 ' 27.333İ 29,109
47.489İ 51,513 54,861 58,427 62.2251 66,2701 70.577 İ 7S.165İ 80,050
24J524. 28,098 29,924 31,869 33,9411 36.1471 38.497 İ 40.999 İ 43,664

31,001 33,016
85,254 90,795
46,502 49,525

12,7581 13,5881 14,4711 15.4~ТТ
145,3351 154,7821 164.843İ 175,558

8,757 8,744»....... ~9.312' - 9,917! 10,562! 11,248! 11,980
91,824 99,603] 106,077| 112.973İ 120,3161 128,1361 136,465
11,494" 13^1161 13,9681 İ4,876l İ5.843İ 16,873; 17,969

4.426,087 4.712,5821 5,018,900 ~ 5,345,128 j 5,692,561; 6,062,5781 6,456,646

8.737
84.623
10.022'

.155,584'
19,137! 20,381 21,706 23,117

6,876.328; 7,323,2891 7,799,303 8,306,257

ÖT~оГ "" о'180,000İ 180,000
0İ Жо: оо о о о "180,000180,000180,000 180,000! 180,000 180,000

264.000 İ 264.0СЮ! 264.000İ 264,000
'"о —■Ж"

444.000 444,000* 444, 000 İ 444,000
.711.584 3.982.087' 4,268.582 : 4,574,900

180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000
361,500 361,500361,500 361,500 361,500264,000 361,500 361,500

0' Ло _ 0! __ _ _ ____________
444,000; 541,5007 '541,500 ! 541,500! 541,500 ! 541.5001" 541,5001 ~ '54İ5ÖÖ

4,901,128" 5,151,061 ' 5,521,078 ; 5.9İ5J46? 6,334,8281 6,761.789İ 7,257.803Г 7.764.757

О ОО о о о I
4.268,582 ! 4,574,900| " 4,901,12бТ -1,348.939 İ 57521,0781" 5,915,14бГ ~6.334.ЮбР'б.781.7мГ 7~.257.803 7,764,757

----тт------- !—___ I—^—7—_ I......—+77——i------- j—------
шГ " İ.Ö6T

5.711,584; 3,982,087

1.087 " T.CS1—• •-Щ TÖ8J "1.087"
si"

i.oaj....... 'ı.öaT....... 1.08108;1.08
Т3' -3—1524! _ 1623 1728

3797İ ""37977

3 '64 41 6 м1112; İT&-4İ
3797 3797İ

1431 184Qİ I960
3797! 3797

1046 1261! 1343984
3797' т379713797 3797 37973797

4:25Т Ш-----------*257 “ТГгТ ~ 4.25 4.2574?5-i 4.257
4.257 4.25. 4.25

4.25' *257........... 4.254 25
4.25 Г* '4.25' 4.25! 4.25 4.25,4.254.25 4.254 25

i?*.4.257 *25-] *25: ' 4.25» *25' 4.254.254.25 4.25. 4.25,4.25

4.25»4.25: 4.257 "*251 4.257 '4.25 4-2S74.25İ 4.254.25 4.254.25
4.254.25 4.25! 4.25; 4.254.25 4.25; 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25

4.25!*25;4.25i 4.25 4.254.254.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25 4.25
6734 0.340.34 0.340.34! 0.34 0.34 0.340.34 0.34 0.340.34

1.691 İT69İ 1.69!1.69'1.69 1.691.69 1.69 1.691.69' 1.69 1.69
30! 3030' 30' 30.30 30 30; 30; 30! 3030

20' 207................ 20!2Ö 20 20; 20 > 2020:20 2020
10'1Ö 10.1Ö' 10'iö 1010 101010 . :

11 1 1 1 1 11 1

28'28' 28728 28' 2828 28 28 28 28»28
32 " 32:32 32]32 32!32: 32:32 32:32 32

~W~
Ш'' -Ш

41: 41-41 41 41 41 41: 41!41 41
807 M.

0.30 [

80 80i 8ÖT 80 i 
0.8Ö

8080; 80!8080
0.80;

Qı3?;

'Ö. 80]

0.30 i
"0557 0.55

0.80! 0-80J0.80 0.80O.8O;

0.30'
0.55İ

0,80
T

0.30Т ]' ' 0.30Т 
0.551 0.55!
0Ж"
0.30»
0.15 *

0.30I0.30 Ö.30İ 0.3Ö 0.30'0.34
0.55İ 0.55:0.53' 0.55 0.550,54 0J5

0.700.700.760.82' 0.70
ä3Ö'

0.70, 0.7010.70! 0.70 0.70 0.70
0.30!0.30' ÖM0.30 0.300.30 0.30 0.300.240 18 0.15'0.15' 0.15 0.15 6715 0.15'0.15' 0.15’ 0.15"0.140.13

İ



Forecast of cargo flow» on th
Most li 

(in thou
19931 1997 1998 1999 20001995 1996 20011994 2002«vice: ..........

aku - Turkmensbash] 
ail. tons 
,tick, tons
termodal container, tons 
urkmenbashl - Baku 
ail, tons 
ruck, tons
itermodal container, tons 
erry total 
ail. tons 
ruck, tons
itermodal container, tons

284 302250 266 322 343235134 155 365
136 133143 141 12994 i 134 130108 131

4ĞT" İ90133120 148161101 108 17546
~~5Г ~ ' _5
367: _ 391!
209İ" 207’

0I 14 ill0 320 38 444İ6I "535443344 472231 206 503
193 I2001 195196 189162 144 191
278

64
196 217148 1581 176' 23662: 25669

47218 310i_ 0 0 55
745İ700 794617! 657360 579 8453651 900

256: T24336348 328252 330 352 317 321
265I 296İ10İ 108 329249 365 397 431 468Öİöl ioe52|350 130 79 93

755Г 5854 62193 j 52 48 66’assenger traffic (’000) 70
8195İ769572256784 87275154 6370 9295 9899!ars

1997] 1998 1999|19931 1995 ... 1996| _1994 2000 2001 ..........  2002jervice:
3aku • Turkmensbashi:

ı'railers. total
Trailers with tractors 
Trailers without tractors 

ntermodal container 
Г urkmenbashl - Baku:

"437945384751 4705 44304461 42893122 3605 4340
2007' 
2007 r

5992 6665 74015048 53762318 8042 8736 948774ÖT5376Г 5992 66652318 5048 8042 8212 _____ 8348Öİ: O 0 1138ÖT 0
Щ __0.

0 0 0 524
Öİ 2114].......... 3217

64Э8Г
1 " 21710Г 23593

2171Öl 23593I 24091
-5İ

31011 4719|  5528

437914180 533 3769
&

____ I5399) ' 4800
6942i ~ 6171
6942Г 6171

:■ -Г1::-
5İ29İ 5923
8949 i

6544İ" 69691 " 6901
148091 ...... 15772! İ7578
148Ö9İ

6422
2783Ö
24490

6656 6291 6365tail
19553 

17578 19553
25629Trailers, total

Trailers with tractors 
T railers_without tractors 

'ntermodal container 
Perry total:

157721
ÖI 0 0 33400: 0 1538

7811 " * 2080 6422Oj_________ 0 ÖT
101281 11230 
211481 " ' 23570 
211481 " ' 23570

........T8244
37317
32839
-44İJ

10801'

126219509 13945 15549 16845Rail
2621819857 29110 316358489 34365Trailers, total

Trailers with tractors 
Trailers without jractors 

Intermodal container

89491 262188489 19857 29110 31635 32304
0l 0İ 00 0 0 _______0 0 2062
5Г........0 -Д 1314 " '" ‘3498 5216 7936 ‘ ' 92960

93000"Passenger traffic 
Cars

57982 74591
9899

52000 48000 51120 54443 61756 65764 70039
76950 5154 6370 6784 7225 8195 8727 9295

4 - •r .. --г
Baku Feasibility Calculation (In USD} 
Revenues:
Vessel berthing charges 
Loading charges, loaded units:
Railcars
Trailers and trucks 
Containers
Loading charges - empty units:
Railcars
Trucks and trailers 
Containers
Passenger handling charge 
Cars and autombile charges 

{Discharging charges, loaded units: 
'Railcars
[Trucks and trailers 
Containers

I Dicharging charges - empty unjts:4 
'Railcars
[Trucks and trailers 
(Containers 
I Total port revenues 
Port operating costs:
Labor/stevedoring_  costs 
Administration costs 
Maintenance costs 
Other operating costs 
Total operating costs 
Operating income/cash flow

_________________ 1996]"" ~1997f 1998 ~~ '1999f"~ 2Ö0ÖT 200İ"
; 1,244.592] 1.İ06.364 İ 2.11~5,433| 2,252,936 j 2.446Ö94T 2.656173Г 2,883,2371 3,1Ö0.932| '3,300,8891 3,512.402

19931 1994İ 1995 2002"

'
' 18.60920,1931 19,9961 19187 18,82913,269 _ 15,321

6,530 ! 9,849
18,960 18,229 18,444

22,849 ! 25,4661 28,327
Of' 2.2641 6,027

31,45221,455 34,180 37,130 40,319
18,6098,9860i 0 0 13,672 16,017

T [1' 6,789]
! 60,815! 66,090

13,181! 20,054
20,995 ! 22,360
13,889! 14,792!

9,6791 5,0771 6850
20,974: "/ 16.377İ ‘ 41,484

9,425! 9İ334T 8.609' ' 8,666
' 77*59 

. 23^931 27,295
23.8131 25,361
15754] 16.778

9,003 8,509
49,2411 54,772!

ÖT 3.32Öİ 8,8401
31,6201 17T68ÖT 16,3201 17,381' 18,511' 19,714;

'"gl 8,7361 10,797] 11,498! 16246İ 13,042!

2Z947İ 20,3991 27,810] 297618' 29,3301 28,289]" '27,617! 26.739Г 27,053'
29,504 i 26,2271 62,939 [ 67,030 i 74,707 ] 83,100 92,267! 100Д7р|~' 108,923

ol ZjSr jT “ ol 63201 8İ840İ 13,1811 20^054 26493

44,181;
ÖT Öİ cГ

»- :
27.295 

1İ 8,278 
27.295'■

1

• - tГГ
I

--- t-r*T 1!г ---------1----------- -------------- 1-----------1--------- --1------------ p
2,475,111 i 2,694,428! 2,936.1141 3,193,239 ! 3.445.88ТГ 3,675.4İT 3.918 884

-г- -I- - r- T” ! '
[ 1.381,11 зГ T226.030 2,324,048

Öl' ■_
180.0СЮ1 180,Ö0Öf 180,000
412.500] 412,500 412,500

592,500 ! 5927500 _____
786616 '633,530! 1,731,548

&Öİ0!öl öl Щ-! Öl'0 s?1
1 SO.ÖOOT 180,0001 180,000 180,000] 180,000
4165001 412.50Öİ 416500) 412.50ÖI 412.500İ

jii ol 0 öl öl
592.50ÖT 592,5001 592.500İ 596500 592,500] 59650ÖT 592,500

' 1,882,611 2,101,9281 2,343,6141 2,600,739 . 2,853,361 [ 3,082,911 3,326,384

18O.ÖÖ0I 180.000
41275OO 412,500

Ö0 0 0
592,500

:! ı! : !Net present value of cash flows - 10% discount j 4,587,817' 
Internal rate of return -İ998 with 
Initial investment USD 27.5 mill.

:!1

]-13,750,OOoT-13,750,000] 2,85638lT 3,086911'!"TI""ür 3,326.384
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jrkmenbashi Feasibility Calculation (In USD)
avenue*: ___ _
jssel berthing charges .........
jading charges, loaded units: 
ailcars
ucks and trailers 
ontainers
jading charges - empty units: 
ailcars
ucks and trailers 
ontainers
assenger handling charge 
ars and automobile handling cha|0 
ischargjng charges, loaded units:
.ailcars ......... ..............................
rucks and trailers
ontainers _______ __________
jcharging charges - empty units:
’ailcars
rucks and trailers 
.ontainers 
otai port revenues 
ort operating costs: 
a bor/stevedoring costs 
dministration costs 
taintenance costs 
>ther operatingposts 
otal operating costs 
iperating income/cash flow

1997 1993 19991993' 1995 1996 2000 20011994
1.244İ921 1,106,364 2,252,936 ! 2,446,694 | 2,656,873 2,863,2371 3,100,932 3,300,8892,115,433 3,512,402

.29,618! 29,3301 28,2891 27£İ7İ 26J391 2ÄÖ53
67,030! 74,707 ' 83,100 ' 92.267' 100,2701 108.923

0i 3.320 ' 8.840' 13,181 • 20,0541 23,493

22,947 i 20,3991 27,810
29,504 26,227 ' 62.939

27,295 
118,278 
' 27,295'0. O'0

31,6201 17,680 19,714 22,3601 23,8131 25,361'
___ 16,778

20,99516,320 17,381 ■ 18,511
13,04211,4981 12,246 13,68910,797 14,7928,736 15,754

13,269 15,321 18,960 20,193 19,996 19,287 18,829 18,229 18,444 18,609
28,3278,530 9,849 21,455 22,849 25,466 31,452 34,180 37,130 40,319

18.6090 0 2,264 6,0270İ 0 6,986 13,672 16,017
T

9İ679İ
3 20,974!

Г 1.381,1~13Г ТЖ030

6,850 9,425! 9,334
44,1811 4924t

9,00315,077 8,789 8,509 8,609 8,686 
77,959 

_ 8,686 
3,900,275

!16,377 54,772 60,8151 66,090
2,813 4,1951 6,382

2,930,087 3,184,2531 '3,432,209

41,484 71,793
Ol0 1,0570 7,476

2^324,048 2,475,111 i ' 2~692,165 3,659,395

Ö! ÖT Г... ..~o0 Ol 0'0 0
180.000]' 180,000 
361,5001 ' 361,500

: 0İ_0
r 541.5ÖÖT ‘ 541,5001 541,500

839,613]; 684,5301 '1,782,548
«

let present value of cash flows in 1998 with İCÜ 7,705,190] _
iternal rate of return in 1998 
/ith initial investment USD 24.1 mill.

' 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000361İ500

___ ' 0
541,5001 541,500 541,500 541,5001 541 500

_ 2.69Öİ7Ö9j 3.117.8951 3.358775

____ j*— ___ -f—.... 4 •
-120500001 -12050000' ”' ‘2890709i ЗШ895Г ' 3358775

180,000
'361,500

180,000
361,500361,500 361,500 361,500 361,500 361,500 ii

00 0 0 0 0 0
541,500 541,500

2,388,587 ! 2,642,7531,933,611 2,150,6654...
•4

T0.147!
T T

iasic assumptions: __
Cound trip time in days (26 hours)] _ 1.06
lumber of vessels operated 
lumber of voyages/port calls perT 
Charge for each vessel/port call (0 
landling charge per loaded unit: ___ 
tailcars
rucks and trailers 

Containers
landling chargeper empty unit: 
tailcars
rucks and trailers 

Containers
’assenger handling charge 
Cars and automobile handling chai 
ons per railcar 
ons per truck/trailer 
ons per container (TEU) 
annual growth of cargo 
'essel carrying capacity: 
tailcars
'railers. incl. tractor 
'railers. excl. tractors 
Containers
wg. max. utilization of vessel 
Modal split: 
tail
railers/trucksJ total 
railers with tractors 
railers without tractors

Containers _ . ----- ------
Maintenance cost -1.5% of investment per year 
^ministration - 30 persons ea. USD 500/month

1.Ö8T........ 1Ö8İ " " 1.081.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08
»2 2I 1 1 2 2 2 3 '3'3

925
-------37?l

' 4.25 
_____4.25

328 291 557 593 644 700 759 817 869
3797 3797İ 3797 37973797 3797 3797 3797 3797

4İ25İ4.25İ ___4.25İ' __ 4.25İ
4.25Г' 4.25

4.251 4.254.25 4.25 4.25
Ш ...T25I 4.25 4.254.25 4.254.25
4.25 4.25 '4T254.25 4.25 4.25 4.251 4.25 4.25

f
4.25Г 4.2ST~ '4.254.251 4.25 ‘4^5'f--------- 4'.2~54.25 4.25: 4.25■t— 4İ25İ 4.25! 4.254.25 4.254.25 4.25 426 4.25 4.25

4.254.254.25 4.25 4.25 4.254,25! 4.25 4.25
' 0.34 : 0.34i0İ4İ 0.34 i0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 i 0.34 0.34

1.691 ~ 1.69 [ 1.69' “17691.69 1.69'1.691 1.691 1.69 1.69
3ÖI 30 3030! 30! 30i301 30 3ÖI 30

20! ~ 2ÖT 20'
“Ä+ 10' ......... '*

20
io

20120, 20! 20 201 20
10! 10' 1°i10 101 10 !0
7 Г V1 1 1 1

- -•
28 28İ 28' 28İ25' 28! 28! 28: ' 28! 28

'32' ‘ 32-32132! 3232, 32 32; Ш 324l!41’41j 41'- ' «Г
0.80  ......... 0.8Öİ

41 41 4141. 41
80 i 8O1 о.ш щ;;’ _;öS|

Ö.4Öİ 0.38

8080 80 80
. 0.8Öİ 0.60 0.80 Г0.80 0.80f

-------Ö.57T 0.53T .........0.48 0.440.70 . 0.70 0.57I 036Т“
0.51......... 0.520.47 0.490.30 0.30 0.43 043] 0.45 0.50

Too 1.001.00' 1.00 0.881.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94
ÖM 0Ж 0.12'0.000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06i
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: Caspian Sea ferry service to 2015 
ely scenario 
ands of tons]

2003 
389*

2005 2006 20091
**567T“ 604

170| " J81

2010 20112007 i 2012 20132008 20142004;
643 685 729500 532469441414;

132 19316ÖI 205 219150141132
242
66İ

646;

'm'

223' 332 3543121 377 401293275 i 427258206
9685 9180 103 10970 75 . m5851 78İİ 83273360T 1139570' 886 943 1005 1070689 I283250 266 301234207 220 321194194

328' 3561 487 519430 457 553403 588379302
85' 141117 125 133 15197' 103 110 16074 1233f 1313İ1087' İ158

326 i'
15861399 1490 1690 17991021

327'
55*f

1916959 44713701
678İ

476420394 507 540347326 _ 8731722 7691 819 929 990598' 637 1054508
143: 287125' 238210] 223 253197174 185 270163

123 131109 116 140 14910290J 96Щ.____ Ş5
10542i 11228 15383 16383 17447 1858212735 13562 1978911957 21076

>er of units
2003' 200*5" 2006İ*2004' 2008i 2009! 20101 2011j2007? 2012 2013 2014

4414; 
1Tİ74* 
8492! 
2682:

4694İ *49991 5324 6039 776964314408' 5670 6849 72944404
10298' 14641 15593 16606 1768612121 12909

*84841 
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6611:

13748 18835 20060 21364
1495410249 10915 11624 123809036 9623 13185 140428444
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83T71 8857İ
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32020İ
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24890j _ 26508 
10667İ 11360

6475!
32780İ 
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6460! 
30209' 
24771' 

5438' 
7410İ

____ _9433 100461 106991 11395
4671бТ " 518821 552551   58846 62671

_____  34101 i 36318 j 386781 * Ц192 ~ 43870
137231 146151 1S565İ 16576İ " *176541 18807
İ2475J 13286 14İ5Ö] _ İ5069 ' *16049] ' İ7Ö92

78097333 10046
40329I 42951
28231! 30066
12099I~ 12885

" 109991~ 11714

55255
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21382] 23139İ
43954;
334Ö5!
İ6549!
14292'

24644* 26245] ***2795*11 ""297*681 ~Э17Ю1~.... 33764?...... 35958Г * ~3829бГ------ 40785*
47677' 507761 54077 ! 57592! 61335İ " 65322Г 69568 740901 78906
33374Г ' " 35544I 37854 40314İ 42935 45726I 48698 51863I 55234
14303İ 
*16309]

19753 
40507 
33215! 
7291' 

12461'

: 84035
58824

18401!16223 17278 19597 2087015233 22227 23672 25210 I18498 19700 20980 22344 2379717369 25343 26991 28745

115914İ 123448
15383| 16383

79440i ' 84603Г 90103
10542! T1228İ_". 15881213147310883995959 102197 140018 149119

13562 1744711957' 12735 18582 19789 21P76
4 ? - .L
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" 2Öİ42013

33,016,

I

s9,312] 9,917~ Т0.5бГ"*1Т.2481* *1W0İ
106,077 .....112,973! *120,316
43,892:
32,626 
21,584

8,744:
99Д503'
4*1,2*13]
3Q63?
20,267:
27,476]

151,1161
4Г213Т

8,757
91]824**

28,765!

15.411 
175,558 
72,642 
53,996 

.. . 35J22

..... 48,428
266,353

-

!8.737 
84,623 
31,491'
27.010: ____
17,868' 19,030;

Г
■

'42:697! 4Ö472
220,500 234,8321 250,097
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139,313:
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I ;r !: 4*......
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!----------------f.----------
• -r-r

T ■
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0: oi0: ' 610' --------01 _
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Appendix 6 Provisional calculations of access ramps

1. Structures

Design Criteria and Assumptions1.1

Standards and codes

In the absence of local standards, the British standard BS 5400 shall be used.

The parts of BS 5400 to be used are:
• Parti:
• Part 2:
• Part 3:
• Part 6:
• Part 9:

“General Statement”
“Specification of Loads”
“Code of Practice for Design of Steel Bridges” 
“Specification for Materials and Workmanship, Steel” 
“Code of Practice for Bearings"

İ:
I■■

1.2 Loadings

Loadings to be considered are:

S'• Dead load of structures
• Wind load
• Snow load
• Highway bridge live loading
• Railway bridge live loading
• Pedestrian live loading

I

The magnitude of the loadings shall preferably be obtained from local standard.

Combination of the loads shall be made according to the local standard or according to 
BS 5400: Part 2: Table 1.

1.3 Provisional calculation results

The provisional calculations have been based upon loadings according to BS 5400: 
Part 2.

It is assumed that the deck and the deck support beams are most severely loaded by 
Highway bridge live loading, whereas the remaining structures are more severely 
loaded by Railway bridge live loading.

Wooden deck

The deck is assembled by 5.25 meter long Azobe timber supported as 3 span beams 
having a span of 1.75 meter.

1Error! Reference source not found..V01



The most severe case of loading will be the single nominal wheel load of 100 kN 
according to BS 5400: Part 2: Item 6.2.5. I
This loading will require timber of square section 180 by 180 mm as is used for the 
existing deck, giving a design stress of about 45 MPa.

The support beams for the timber is composed of two U- sections of height 180 mm. 
Assuming the sections to equal UNP sections according to DIN 1026 the design stress 
level will be about 165 MPa.

For span 3 the stresses in the UNP 240 support beams is about the same level.

Thus a steel quality as ISO Fe 360 may be sufficient.

IMain longitudinal girders, spans 1 and 2

The loadings used for the provisional calculations are the nominal trainload given in BS 
5400: Part 2: Item 8.2.1 and a dead load guessed on basis of the reaction forces given 
in document registration no 64 (cf. item 3.3.1 below):
• Reaction at row 1: 2 x 64 ton
• Reaction at row 2: 2 x 82 ton
• Reaction at row 1: 2 x 70 ton

The nominal Trainload adopted consists of four 250 kN concentrated loads preceded, 
and followed, by a uniformly distributed load of 80 kN/m.

The dead load is guessed to be 47 kN/m of the existing spans 1 and 2. To this load 
shall be added about 18-19 %, as the Azobe timber weighs about twice as much as 
the existing timber.

These loadings result in design stress levels of about 315 MPa in the side girders and 
360 MPa in the middle girder. v

These are high stress levels, which requires structural steels better than ISO Fe 510.

The stress level may be lowered in case the locomotive is not allowed aboard the 
ramp. I.e. the nominal loading will be 80 kN/m only.

In this case the stress level will be about 235 MPa in the side girders and about 270 
MPa in the middle girder. Which may be accommodated by steels like ISO Fe 510 or 
better.

ЩLongitudinal rail beam, spans 1 and 2

The beams are loaded with the nominal train load as described above, and assuming 
that the cross section properties equals those of INP 550 according to DIN 1025, the 
design stress level will be about 150 MPa, which may be accommodated by ISO Fe 
360 or better.

2Error! Reference source not found..V01



Main longitudinal girders, span 3
p

The girders are loaded with the nominal train load as described above, and a guessed 
dead load increased by 18 -19 % for added timber weight.

The result is design stresses at a level about 280 MPa in the middle girders and about 
180 MPa in the side girders, requiring a steel quality better than or equal to ISO Fe 
510.

Possibly the loco should not be allowed aboard the ramps.

Machinery2.

.I»

2.1 Design Criteria and Assumptions

Standards and codes

Standards and codes for the machinery, bearings etc. used in the ferry access ramps.

Drawings and descriptions
W

Drawings and descriptions of the existing machinery and controls shall be the basis for 
static and dynamic calculation of the machinery.

The drawings and descriptions obtained at present are to a great extent illegible and 
are insufficient to perform the calculations and therefore must be supplemented.

2.2 Materials

Materials for the machinery are not known at present.
!•

Geometrical information’s and information about carrying capacities of the machine 
components, bearings, chock absorbers etc. are not known at present.

2.3 Loadings

Hoisting and lowering

During the hoisting and lowering of the 3 spans the hoisting machinery shall be able to 
overcome the dead load of the ramp.

The dead load of the ramp consists of the weight of the ramp itself and additional load 
from snow and snow removing machinery to be agreed upon.

в

3
Error! Reference source not found.. VO I
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At present it is not possible to calculate the exact dead load to be hoisted due to 
lacking information.

However, in documentation no. 64: “The lifting mechanisms of spanal structures of the 
transitional bridge of the Caspian railway ferry terminal Baku - Krasnovodsk”, the 
reaction forces at each machinery seems to be given as:

Reaction
descr.

Row no. 2Span no. Row no. 1 Row no. 3

821 Total reaction 64 70
ton

Counterweigh
tton

61 762 61

63 Reaction to 
be overcome 
by machinery

3 9

IIton

Parked position

In the parked position the reaction forces from the ramp at row 1 and row 2 are 
statically transferred through the spindles to the lifting towers, whereas span 3 is 
positioned upon the ferry and the reaction forces at the end of the span are transmitted 
to the ferry.
The reaction forces are composed by dead load and live load to be agreed upon.

I

2.4 Provisional calculation results

Existing machineryI

From the above mentioned document no. 64 it appears, that the motor power for 
machinery’s in row 1 and row 2 is 7.5 kW, whereas the installed power for the 
machinery’s in row 3 is 11 kW.I

t

Spindle machinery of row 1 and row 2: !

The spindle machinery of row 2 must overcome the largest hoisting force of 6 ton, 
equal to about 60 kN.

!
: The total gearing of the machinery is 1 : 80.34, which at 695 rev/min of the motor 

renders 8.65 rev/min of the spindle.
i HIi
I

:
■ It appears that the pitch of the thread on the spindle is 32 mm.
:

If the spindle have only one thread, the ramp travel speed will be 32 * 8.65 = 276.8 
mm/min.

4Error! Reference source not found.. VO I



If the spindle have multiple threads, the travel speed may have to be multiplied by the 
number of threads.

Assuming only one thread on the spindle, the net power required to hoist the ramp at 
row 2 will be 0.3 kW, and somewhat less at row 1.

The total power required depends upon the efficiency of the drive train, which for 
spindle drives can be very low.

However, even with a total efficiency of say 0.3 the total power required will be only 1
kW.

The conclusion of this is, that the power installed at row 1 and row 2 is greatly 
exceeding the necessary power, or that the assumptions are wrong.

iiiiiİÜWinch machinery of row 3: s?W-
The winch machinery of row 3 must overcome a hoisting force of 9 ton, equal to about 
90 kN.

The total gearing of the machinery is 1 : 209.69, which at 710 rev/min of the motor 
renders 3.39 rev/min of the winch.
No information about the diameter of the winch drum is available at present, but 
measuring at the low scale drawings renders a diameter of about 750 - 770 mm which 
equals a circumference of approximately 2.4 meters.

Using this circumference the ramp travel speed at row 3 will be 3.39 * 2.4/2 
= 4 m/min.

The net power required to hoist the ramp at this speed is 6 kW, and the necessary 
installed motor power will be approximately 7.5 kW.

The installed power is 11 kW, thus there is sufficient power for an additional weight 
from the new timber deck. F-

Hydraulic machinery

If the existing machinery’s were to be replaced with oil hydraulic ones, the lifting towers 
of row 1 and row 2 were to be replaced with columns for suspension of hydraulic 
cylinders.

The counterweights were to be scraped for these towers (not for row 3), and the 
hoisting forces were to be increased by the dead load formerly counterweighted.

Adding the increased weight of the new timber deck, and taking into account the 
nonexisting counterweights, the length and the force required of the cylinders would
be:

5
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Total length of 
cylinder mm

Hoisting force of 
cylinder kN

Stroke length of 
cylinder mm

Row no.

37902500 7001
63905000 9352
9440 90 «)3 8000

*) The weight of the counterweights is assumed to be increased to compensate for the 
additional timber weight.

The height of the columns for suspension of the cylinders of row 1 and row 2 would be 
about the same height as the existing lifting towers, whereas the height of a possible 
column for row 3 would be excessively heigh.

Reducing the height of the column in row 3 would require the use of tackles and wires, 
and the machinery would be no less complicated than the existing one.
Thus it is recommended not to alter the system of the existing machinery of row 3. ü

i
:

If it is decided to replace the machinery’s at row 1 and row 2 with hydraulic ones, two 
hydraulic pumping stations would have to be incorporated, one at row 1 and one at row
2.

The main particulars for the machinery’s would be:

Pumping stations:

Number at each row: 
Number of pumping units: 
Oil flow:
Oil pressure max.
Installed power:

1
2
50 litre/min 
180 bar 
22 kW

Hydraulic cylinders:

Number at each row: 
Cylinder inside diameter: 
Piston rod diameter:

2
360 mm 
200 mm

Further the ramp spans shall be equipped with hydraulically operated sliding bolts or 
similar devices to carry the live load, when the spans 1 and 2 are in parked position.

These particulars would allow for an operating speed of the ramps at row 1 and 2 of 
about 350 mm/min i.e. about the same speed as assumed for the existing machinery.
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